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This study examines the role of music m the Nazi Party Congresses in an attempt to 

discover how the Nazis employed music m practicd ways to affect, inspire, and even 

manipulate the German people. 

The Congresses are examined as a compIex cultural performance system in whïch 

metaphorical fiames surround individual compments o f  the system: living spectacle, 

performance spectacle, W v a l  and ritual. 

The ûames distinguish between certain cultural performances at the Nazi Congresses 

in Nuremberg, provide a means to detennine music's role in those performances, note the 

behavior of the participants and spectators, and discover reIationships between the fiames 

to beüer understand the system as a whole. 

Music is a unifylng element in the Congress performance system because it 

transcended the fiame boundaries, unifyuig the whole system around the Volk. JUS as the 

Volk represented the Genan people past and present, their common history, race and 

heritage, music also becarne pan of this identrty in the context created by the Nazis at the 

Congresses. 
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Cha~ter One 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Sociaiist Party of Germany held very successful large scale political 

meetings known as Reiciupmteiiage (Party Days) in Nuremberg between 1927 and 

1938. These Congresses were carefuliy plmeci and orchestrated. They were used as 

tools to extend Nazi ideology and political liturgy to a great number of people at one 

time. Part of the Nazis' success in this regard is owing to their use of a strong 

German musical heritage to impress, inspire, entertain and unite their supporters. 

What follows is my investigation of music's role in the Nazi Congresses. 

At the Nazi Party Congresses in Nuremberg, masses of people saiuted Adolf 

Hitler and pledged their allegiance to the Fiihrer. Thousands cheered and waved flags 

as Hitler passed by in an open automobile. At the rallies, strictly ordered columns of 

people stood perfèctly straight and miIl, liaenhg to the words of their leader. To the 

beat of military music, endless streams of flags bearing the swastika were marched 

ceremoniously in carefiilly choreographed patterns. Some rallies were d e d  out in 

darkness. Electrical lights focused on the platfom where huge flags were draped to 

set the stage for Hitler's address to the people. 



Foreign press agents were invited and hosted by the Reich in significant 

numbers. Indeed, by 1938, the Congresses becarne one of the most important annuai 

political events for the foreign press in the world. Hitler's speeches were often 

translated and printed in foreign newspapers or supplements. His final speech of the 

1938 Congress was trandated and prioted in its entirety in HoUand, Denmark, 

Fuiland, Brazil, Asgmtina and the United States among others.' In the United States 

aione, "more than one hundred radio stations either M e d  the speech directly or 

broadcast translations of it. Wall Street was completely at a standstill shortly before 

closing the; the market prices could not be heard over the sound of the radi~."~ 

Owing to the widespread media coverage of the Nazi Congresses and the 

broadcasting of Hitler's words, the Nazi demonstration of German political and 

military might was al the more powemil and far-reaching. The coverage of the 

Congress by the foreign press provided widespread publicity for the German state and 

its comulg of age as a world power. 

Nuremberg hosted an enomous influx of people during a Congress. Dozens 

of chanered trains amived every day 60m ail parts of Gennany. During the last 

Congresses the number of visitors reached over one million. Accommodation and 

me& were organized and prepared in advance and tent cities sprang up to 

accommodate large groups such as the Storm Troopers, Hitler Youth and the Army. 

John Baker White was an Enghshman invited to the 1937 Congress by the 

Nazis. In his account oftraveling from England to Nuremberg, he cornmends the 

detailed planning of the Congress in Dover-Nünibere Retum: 



Al1 restaurants were crowded from morning to night -the arnount of beer sold must 
have sent the brewers into ecstasies of joy - but it speaks weU for the commissariat 
organization that at no time did supplies of food or drink fail. In the week I saw only 
two men really the worse for liquor. There was very linle evidence of profiteering, 
possibly because the govemrnent has the habit of shutting down shops that 
overcharge. The m o l  of the uafnc and crowds by the police was at ail times 
beyond praiseS3 

Ofncially determined order was evident in every aspect of preparing for a Congress. 

From around the country? only certain representatives of the various 

organizations were chosen to participate in the Congresses. The Hitler Youth 

participants were chosen specificdy for their physical attributes such as blond hair 

and blue eyes to give the impression to onlookers that members of the Kitler Youth 

were fine specimens of the Aryan race. Some Workers attended the rallies bare- 

chested to reveal their tanned and musnilar bodies. Only the best girls from choirs or 

athletic groups were allowed to attend. In keeping with the goal of making as good an 

impression as possible at the Congresses, only the 'finest' representatives of each 

faction around the country were displayed at the rallies. 

The Nazi Party Congresses at Nuremberg provided an opportunity for Nazi 

officials to stage large demonçtrations of politicai and military strength for Germany 

and the rest of the world. They were rnass propaganda exercises which the Nazis used 

to impress both domestic and foreign guests. SpeciiicalI~~ the Congresses provided a 

showcase for evidence of Germany's recovery from World War 1 and the Treaty of 

Versailles. Thus, they became occasions for advertising Nazi ideas and 

accomplishrnents. By the mid- 1930's the Nazis c l h e d  credit for raising the German 

people fiom the hopelessness and poverty caused during the inflation that followed 

World War 1 to a largely employed and purposefùl nation. 



1 believe that Nazi Party Congresses were more than an awe inspiring show of 

political and military strength; they can also be regardeci as a complex performance 

system in which music was a uniQing element. In the following pages 1 anaiyze the 

use of music at the Nazi Congresses in Nuremberg and show how it was used as a 

political tool. The components of the performance system that 1 examine include the 

following items: living spectacle, performance spectacle, festival and ritual. Music 

not only heightened a sense of national unity but became a significant part of each 

wmponent's fonn and content. Music was an expressive part of the collective 

worship of German hentage, the Volk, and of AdolfKitIer, the Fuhrer. and was an 

integral part of the political liturgy of National Socialism shown at Nuremberg. 

Chapter one includes the method of inquiry and places the components of the 

performance system within a mode1 of the Congresses. This mode1 serves to organize 

and direct my investigation. In chapter two 1 discuss music's role in living spectacle 

and spectacle performance. Chapter t h e  contains the historical background to the 

Congresses (including a focus on German national festivals f?om the nineteenth 

centwy) and music's role in the festival. Chapter four is composed of a brief 

discussion of ritual and its place in the Congresses and music's role in the Nazi rimals 

and political liturgy which surrounded coiiective worship of the VoIk. Ln chapter five, 

the relationships among components of the performance system are examined 

showing that music is a un.ï&hg element in the performance system of the Nsri Party 

Congresses. 



METHOD OF ~NOUIRY 

The mode1 for my investigation is derived in part from the work of Victor 

Turner and tiom John MacAloon's ccO1ympic Games and the Theory of Spectacle in 

Modem Societies." MacAloon examines the Olympic Games from the perspectives of 

spectacIe, festival, ritual and game. He uses metaphoncal '%aines" to create borders 

around the kinds of cultural performance that he identifies in relation to the Olympic 

Cames. See figure 1 for a graphical depiction of the relationships between the 

components. MacAloon illustrates the idea of dividing the cornplex into its constituent 

parts, while retaining a means of regardhg them in relation to the whole. As the 

center of the system is approached, the elements grow in intensity and significance to 

the meaning of the event . 



According to Turner, the '%ames [represent] the rnetaphorical borders within 

which the facts of experience can be viewed, reflected upon, and evaluated."' This notion 

is usefiil to my discussion of the complex performance system of the Nazi Party 

Congresses. 1 chose to use fiames to surround the individuai components of the system 

because they mate a context and lunit the perspective so that I could better determine the 

role of music within an individual fkame. In addition, the mode1 can be viewed fiom 

diierent perspectives. Once the role of music and characteristics of each hme is known, 

the fiames can be regarded in relation to one another as weii as to the whole system. The 

mode1 also supports the notion that a Congress forms '"a single performance system.. . [in 

which] . . .the genres are intimately and complexly inter-connecteci in dl  levels: 

historically, ideologidy, struchiraliy and perfomiatively.'" By examining the Congess 

system tbrough fiames, we gain a better understanding of its components whiie the system 

as a whole rernains intact. 

The hunes do more than distinguish arnong the difrent genres of cultural 

performance under investigation. They also indicate the type of behavior that cm be 

expected within the boundaries. Within the ritual h e  for example, not only are the 

""statements within this fime [meant to bel true and represent the most serious diings, 

it orders us to expect reverential demeanor fkom the actors within the fiame and to 

conduct ourselves accordingly," depending upon the actual performance and its 

socio-dtural context .' 

For rny purposes therefore, the frames distinguish between certain culturai 

performances at the Nazi Congresses in Nuremberg, provide a means to determine 

music's role in those performances, note the behavior of the participants and 



spectators, and discover relationships between the fiames to better understand the 

system as a whole. My mode1 for the Nazi Party Congresses can be found in figure 2. 

The main difFetences f?om MacAioon's diagram of the Olympic mode1 are the 

placement of spectacle in two fiames and the absence of Game. While it is tme that 

sport was present at the Nazi Congresses in the form of shooting exhibitions and 

gymnastic exercises, 1 do not include Game because 1 feel that music's role is more 

significant in spectacle, festivai and ritual. I place spectacle in two different -es 

because I believe that MacAloon does not satisfactorily account for both the p ra  

planned and spontaneous aspects of spectacle. Therefore 1 describe the nature of 

spectacle with two more precise definitions: iiving spectacle and performance 

spectacle. I place the festival fiame between the two descriptions of spectacle because 



1 feel that there is a relationship between living spectacle and festival and likewise 

between performance spectacle and ritual. Their placement in the system refiects these 

relationships, which are revealed in chapter five. The Volk is placed in the center of 

the system to represent the German people and Volk-worship in the National 

Sotialia context. Hitler is placed in the center because, as the Fihrer, he was the 

leader of the Volk. 

DEFINITTONS: 

SPECTACLE: 

According to MacAloon, the word spectacle cornes nom the Latin specere 40 look 

at," and fiom the hdo-European word spek '20 observe." The dictionary defines 

spectacle as "something exhibiteci. . . a remarkable or noteworthy sight . . . public 

displays appealing or intending to appeal to the eye by their mass proportions, color, 

or other dramatic qualities.'" Spectacles depend on the power of visual effects and 

need to be seen to be appreciated. In addition, spectacles rely on the roles of 

participants and spectators to be successfùi. A spectacle 4s a dynamic form, 

demanding movement, action, change and exchange on the part of the human actors 

who are on center stage, and the spectators must be excited in The cultural 

performance genre of spectacle has not been widely studied by anthropologists. 'O We 

will see that music provides a primary means of achieving the eEects of spectacle. 

Aside ûom the methodological usefulness of MacAloon's model, 1 have 

some reservations about his application of it to his case study. MacAioon notes that 

one of the underlying components of spectacle is some masure of spontaneity: 



"spectacles tend to be irregular, occasional, open-ended, even spontaneous.. . 731  l 

However, MacAloon does not pursue either the role of spontaneity in relation to 

spectacle or the role of pnor planning in the executioo and meaning of spectacle. He 

implies that spectacle surrounds the whole of the Olympics in the same way and to the 

same extent. It seems to me however, that two features of spectacle are at work in the 

Nazi Congresses. 1 have named them living pccacle and pefomance spectacle. 

Both retain the qualities of spectacle noted above, but in different ways. 

Living spectacle refers to the broad, overall spectacle created by a large-sale 

event in a non-choreographed setting, where spontaneity on the part of actors and 

audience is present. The spectacle connects the people to the event by visually 

creating excitement, anticipation and a sense of community. A contemporary example 

of the living spectacle is created annudy in T i e s  Square in New York on New 

Year's Eve. 

In the Congress cuntext, the living spectacle was created by the people in 

general. While the Party certainiy assisted in preparations for the Congresses (they 

suppiied flags and banners to hang from buildings and in shops and businesses), the 

existence of living spectacle was not completely controlled by the Party. During a 

Nazi Congress, the whole Qty of Nuremberg became a living spectacle. The people 

decorated their homes with flowen and prepared for the event. Thousands of visitors 

rnilled about the streets creating a colortiil sight. Many wore unifomis or traditional 

costumes. Street vendors and souvenir stands dotted the city. Apart fkom officia1 

Congress delegates who were required to be in certain places at certain times, the 



general public moved without restriction in the city. John Baker White gives his 

impression From attending the 1 93 7 Congress: 

To say, as did the correspondent of a Right Wmg British M y  paper, that "the gates 
of the city were closed to strangen without permits" is just nonsense. We moved 
freely in and out of the city, as did everyone else, without permits of any kind, the 
only restriction behg over tdfic, which was necessary owing to the huge crowds. All 
through the Congress parties were arriving by train and motor coach fiom ail parts of 
Germany and tickets were sold fkely in the streets without question as to the 
credentials of the purchasers. l2 

This account suggest the actions of the peopIe in this setting were not overtly aaged. 

Perjonmce spectacle, in inntrast, descnbes a large scale performance in 

which every detail is choreographed and planned in advance. The purpose of 

performance spectacle is to create a sense of awe in the spectator. A contemporary 

example is the half time show at the Super Bowl or the opening and closing 

ceremonies of the Olympics. At the Congresses, the performance spectacle was most 

evident at the railies and parades. In these contexts, spontaneity is less evident than in 

living spectacle, even lacking dtogether. The rallies and parades were organized 

d o m  to the last detail and were obviously aaged: they were performances that 

became spectacles. In order to create the desired visual effects, participants drilleci 

and practiced for several months during the year before corning together at the 

Congress. Every detail was officially detennined. Burden cites an organization plan of 

the rallies f?om the Nuremberg Archives that details a rnarch-past: 

The distance between the men was to be 114 cm. The lefi hand of the marcher was to 
be placed on the belt buckle; the thumb was to be inside, behind the buckle and the 
other hgers siightly bat,  with the finger ends at the right edge of the buckle. The 
timing for the hundreds of bands to begin to play was aiso detaiied dong with the 
exact order in which the huge parade was to disband after each formation had passed 
Hitler. l3 



The detailed organization of the performance spectacle suggests that the event was 

wnsciously manipulated and intended to incite spectators to believe in the Nazi cause. 

FESTIVAL: 

The word festival is derived fiom the Latin festhws meaning "gay, merry, light- 

hearted and fiom the noun festm." meaNngCYestival" or 'îestival time." The 

dictionary definition is "a time of celebration marked by special observances.. .a 

program of public festiviity."" In the festival context of the Nazi Congresses, we will 

find that music's role f d s  into four main categories: functionai, occasional, 

participatory and entertainment. Functional music accompanied aspects of fom in a 

festival such as reveille and last post; entertainment music created a festive 

atmosphere and contributecl to the celebration; occasional music was composed 

specifically for a particular event; participatory music hvolved active participation by 

the people such as collective suiging. 

R ~ ~ A L  

As Tuner has pointed out, there are three modes of experience in the rinial setting: 

the pre-lirninal, the process of setting oneselfapart f%om daily cares and routines, 

secondly, the iiminal state, the process of experiencing the rihiai and lastly, post- 

IKNnal, rejoinuig everyday He, having been changed on some level (Iike a rite of 

passage) as a result of having experienced the rituai. As we shall see, music was a 

functional part of all three phases associated with ritual in the Nazi Congresses. 



VOLK AND HITLER 

The center h e  of my mode1 is "truth" as reflected in the context of Nazi Gennany. 

The "tnith" is discuvered by examinhg how the dinerent components of the 

performance system work together to define the relationship among the people 

involved in experiencing the systern. To Gennans in the 193 O's, the cemer of the Nazi 

Congress performance system (and a major tenet of National Socialism) is the living 

heritage or relationship among the Gennan people themselves, the Volk. 

In my opinion, the collective wonhip of the Volk is the central pillar of the 

Nazi Congress performance system and National Socialism. Several  philosopher^^ 

such as Herder, Hegel and Fichte, from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries describeci their notion of Volk which finds its way Uito Nazi Germany. 

Cornmon threads among their ideas include: the necessity of a cornmon language 

(German) and its unspoiled nature (that is, relative lack of change by foreign 

languages); the individual is consistently regarded to be subordinate to the community 

and amrding to Hegel (1 770-1 83 l), "the individual must be integrated into larger 

entities (comrnunity) and the inter-relationship of individuals can only function within 

the state which is the highest embodiment of m~raIity."'~ 

The Vol. is the center of my mode1 because it was also central to the ideology 

of National Socialism. In the words of a Gennan commentator in 1936, "National 

Socialism has put the people directly into the center of thought, fath and will, of 

creativity and Me. As Reich Minister Fnck says, mational Socialism is derived] fiom 

the mightiest of al1 traditions on earth: fiom the eternity of the people which ever 

renews itself "16 Amrding to Hitler in his final address to the Congress of 1935, ?the 



focal point of ail National Socialist thought lies in the living substance which we, 

according to its historical development cd the  germa^^ ~o'olk."" 

The Führer was regarded as a synthesis of the Volk and the state: 

. . . it was the lader who in his person united state and the V o k  he was the living 
embodirnent of the ideology and, through the state, the executor of actions necessary 
to safeguard the innermost purpose of the race. He was, therefore, both lawmaker and 
judge. As in ail areas of culture, law and justice, state and citizenship, were subjected 
to a body of thought which desired a totai unity. l8 

In this context, Hitler will be represented in the center of my mode1 dong with the 

Volk, as in many ways, a goal of the Congresses was to bind him to the Volk in the 

hearts of the German people. 

Moreover, the Nazis appealed to the Volk as prirnary evidence of the Germans' 

alleged superiority over other peoples. Main themes of speeches at the Congresses 

(and Nazi propaganda in general) encouraged the people to believe in themselves not 

as individuais but as members of the Vdk. Posters contained pichires and slogans 

which depicted ideal images of Volk-ife, images that were intended to be reproduced 

in the daily Lives of the people. Everywhere, collective veneration, and imitation of 

and participation in the ideal German way of life was encouraged. Millions of 

Germans complied and bought into this aspect of Nazi ideology. The peoples' 

common beliefs facilitated their manipulation by the Nazis: 'the Nazi political 

style.. . was popular because it was based on a familiar and congenial tradition."lg The 

Congresses illustrate how cleverly the Nazis employed traditions and beliefs to 

empower theu movement. 

Music not only unified the living spectacle, performance spectacle, festival 

and rihial components toward the central principle of Volk worship, it also unified the 



participants at the Congresses. German (I'olk) music was chosen to be part of the 

SY stem, 

-music the Nazis identifieci with the spirit of b a n  creativity and patriotism. To 

better understand music's role in the system of the Nazi Party Congresses, we first 

need to becorne familiar with the Congresses themselves. Then we can proceed to 

discuss how music fiinctioned in context. 

SOURCES OF CONGRESS INFORMATION: 

Despite their si&cance to the Third Reich, the Congresses have not received a 

great deal of scholarly investigation. Records descnbing the Congresses include 

official 'learbooks" such as Reichtapima in Nüntberp. 1933 which provides 

photographs, details speeches and main events dong with actMties behind the scenes. 

An eye-witness acwunt is provided by John Baker White in Dover-Niirnberg 

Rehim-The controversiai documentary film by Leni Riefensthal, Triumph of the Will, 

records the Congress of 1934. Hamilton T. Burden gathered information about the 

Congresses in The Nuremberg Party Rallies 1923-1939 in which he details the daily 

activities for each Congress using original documents and foreign and domestic 

newspaper accounts. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONGRESSES: 

The t erm 'Congress' encompasses many activities which lasted several days 

including mass meetings or rallies, gymnastic and sharp-shooting exhibitions, folk 

dancing, music performances, parades, political and m y  demonstrations, and 



widespread celebrations. The tem 'rally' refers specifically to the mass meetings of 

various groups within the Party: the Workers, Storm Troopers, Regional Party 

Leaders, Women's Groups, Hitler Youth and the Army, Navy and Air Force who met 

for demonstrations at differeni times during the Congress. 

The fkst large party gathering took place in Munich fkom January 27 through 

Januw 30, 1923. Twelve meetings were held over three days. The speeches were 

characterized by themes that were to dominate most subsequent Congresses: fervent 

nationalism, the %ab-in-the-back" theoflof why Germany lon World War 1, anti- 

Semit ism and anti-Marxism. 

As the Party gathered support and confidence in 1923, it held a second 

Congress in September. An unsuccessfùl Putsch (or attempted coup 6 é t d )  foUowed 

in November. Hitler was irnprisoned, sentenced for five years, and served nine 

months. During his incarceration he dictated his book Mein Kamqf to Rudolf Hess 

(fuhre Deputy Fiihrer) and Max ~ m a n n .  " Once released fiom prison he was 

restricted fkom speaking in moa areas of Germany except in Weimar, which therefore 

became the site for the next Congress. 

From 1927 on, the Congresses were held in Nuremberg where the Party met 

in early September for several days. The first mas  meeting in Nuremberg was in 

1927. There was no Congress in 1928 as the Nazis were beaten badly in the polls, 

attalliing 12 out of 49 1 seats in the Reichstag. Similady, they did not meet between 

1930- 1932 during which time they focused on achievhg national power." 1 have 

focused on the Congresses held in Nuremberg &orn 1927-1 938. 



The Congresses emphasized a different theme for each year, their names and 

locations can be seen in figure 3. Ironically, the 1939 Congress was to be cded the 

Party Day of Peace. The Congress was scheduled to take place from September 2 to 

I 1, 1939. However, the German arcny crossed the border to PoIand on September 1, 

1939. Officially, plans had been undexway for the 'most magnificent Congress ever,' 

right up to August 26, when the German news bureau announceci its cancellation. 

Instead, the transportation of participants to the Congress was replaced with that of 

soldien and supplies.u 

1 German Day 
1 Weimar Rdly ' Day of Awakening 

Party Day o f  
Composure 
Party Day of Victory 
Party Day of Unity 
Party Day of Freedorn 
Party Day of Honor and 

F r d o m  
Party Day of Labot 
Party Day of *ter 

Germany 
Party Day of Peace 

Sept. 1923 
JuIy 4, 1926 
 AU^. 19-2 1, 1927 
Aug. 2-5, 1929 

Aug 3 [-Sept. 3, 1933 
Sept. 4-10, 1934 
Sept. 10-16, 1935 
Sept. 8-13, 1936 

Sept. 6-13, 1937 
Sept. 5-12, 1938 

CANCELLED 1939 

Munich 
Nuremberg 
Weimar 
Nuremberg 
Nuremberg 

Nuremberg 
Nuremberg 
Nuremberg 
Nuremberg 

Nuremberg 
Nuremberg 

Nuremberg 

The Congresses were staged on a huge scale in Nuremberg. The main 

locations for the m a s  meetings included the Congress Hd, Stadium, the Luitpold 



arena or field, and an extensive field on the outskirts of Nuremberg, the 

Zeppehweise . 

The Congress Hall was the larges indoor venue for Congress meetings. It 

was originally an industrial exhibition hall 540 feet long, 150 feet wide and 50 feet 

high. The seating capacity was around 20,000 with room on the stage for 130 

musicians and up to 750 party dignit aries. Seventy-six Ioudspeakers were placed 

around the hall. A huge organ was set up behind the speaker's stand with 4,000 pipes 

ranging up to 

forty-eight feet hi&. The corner-stone for Hitler's pet project, the new Congress 

Hall, was laid at the 1936 Congress. Its capacity was to be 40,000 and the projected 

completion was for 1943; construction stopped, however, in late 1942 .~~  

Hitler-Youth rallies were held in the Youth Stadium which could aiso hold 

many thousands of spectators in grandstands and participants on the field. The 

Luitpold Arena was the main setting for SA (Stt~nnabteihng or Storm-trooper) and 

S S (Schutz.st&KeI or Hitler's ow. secunty force) demonstrations. Its rally grounds 

were eventually covered with granite slabs. Three huge towers held flags seventy- 

eight feet long by eighteen feet wide, grandstands held 50,000 people, and 150,000 

participants could be accommodated on the grounds. The War Mernorial was on the 

grounds and the path that led to it was fifty-four feet wide and 720 feet 

The Zeppelimveise was the main setting for the meetings of political leaders 

and m n y  maneuvers. It was essentially a large field covered with stone surrounded by 

huge grandstands which could hoId 400,000 people. Along the stands stood huge 

towers with six flagpoles each. One-hundred and thirty huge spot-lights were used to 



illuminate the field for night rallies." The iights wuld consume 40,000 kilowatt hours 

of electricity in one evening alone and the glow in the sky could be seen as far as 

~rankfuri" (nearly two hundred Hometers away). 

Each of these large venues was transformeci over the course of the 

Congresses. More grandstands, larger structures and more stone foundations 

appeared eom one year to the next. 

In addition to huge venues for individual meetings md rallies, the Nazi Party 

leaders required an appropriate background setting for the Congresses. They needed a 

place that wodd inspire nostalgia in the people and heighten their sense of 

nationalism. Nuremberg provided this setting because unlike many German cities, it 

retained its medieval characteristics and an apparent resistance to outsiddoreign 

infiuence. Furthermore, Nuremberg had a strong historical heritage to draw upon; it 

was an important center of Medieval Germany for culture, architecture and fine 

craftsmanship. The architecture evoked feelings of nostalgia and was a key reason for 

Nuremberg's selection as the site for the Congress. Its Alfstadt (or old part of the 

city) was characterized by "elaborate facades, carved gables, splendidly omamented 

Town Hall, and iine wells and d o ~ n v a ~ s . " ~ ~  The historical si@cance and physical 

symboiism of the Gemianic pst gave Nuremberg the attributes of an historical 

monument, attributes which were psychologically vital to promoting nationalism. 

As soon as Nuremberg was chosen as the site for the Party Congresses, a 

huge advertising campaign followed with thousands of pichires of Nuremberg print ed 

in every German magazine and newspaper: 'Every aspect of the city was exploited to 

present the new Nazi theme, the fusion of the pan and present as seen in the modem 



rallies in histonc 'old German' settings. German hiçtory itself had provided the Nazis 

with a mgdicent stage.'" 

Parades were given by the various groups who attended the Congresses. As 

noted above in Burden's example, they were carefuily organized. Hitler reviewed the 

parades near a grandstand which held Party dignitaries while other spectators lined 

the streets or watched fiom windows in buildings dong the route. Thousands 

marched Li the parades, some of which were four or five hours long. The Nazis 

purposely used these displays as a politicai tool to impress and inspire both spectators 

and participants because the greater the size of the group, the greater the impact on 

the individual. The giant parades that suggested the power and supremacy of the 

Reich created a spectacle. 

The political meetings had a consistent and repetitive structure including 

responsoriai speeches and collective singing. This structure contributed to the rituai 

frame and promotion of the National Socialist political liturgy. Specific ceremonies 

that were centrai to the Congresses Uicluded the Memonal service and Rag 

Consecration. The structure of the meetings were repeated at the Congresses on a 

gargantuan sale in cornparison with the &y-to-day meetings. As a result, they too 

became spectacles. 

The parades and rallies were surrounded by many other activities that couid be 

attended by people of all ages. These included music concerts, fok singing and 

dancing, fireworks, athletic demonstrations, and sharpshooting competitions. Many 

wore native dress fiom their own region of Germany and took promenades through 

Nuremberg. Choruses of fadiar folk songs codd be heard anywhere fiom the pubs 



to the rallies themselves. Athletic demonstrations glorifiai the Aryan concept of 

physical beauty and the ski11 of participants while the sharp-shooting cornpetitions 

ernphasized marksrnanship and weaponry expertise. Each activity celebrated the 

nature of the Volk both past and present and wtiile many of these elernents 

contributed to the festive atrnosphere of the Congresses, they also offer evidence for 

the collective wonhip of Volk ideals. The festive nature of Vol& wonhip in the 

Congresses served to disguise the Nazis use of Volk worship as a political tooi. 

Each cumponent of my mode1 is evident in the performance system of the Nazi 

Congresses. Living spectacle is evident in the general atmosphere in Nuremberg; 

performance spectacle is illustrated by the &es and parades; festival is found in 

celebrations and many recreationai activities; rituai is in the form of political meetings, 

Mernoriai ceremonies, flag consecrations and the serious undertones of the 

Congresses. These are discussed in detail in later chapters. 



Chaoter Two 

LMNG SPECTACLE AND &RFoRMANCE SPECTACLE FRAMES OF 

NAZI PARTY CONGRESSES 

As noted in chapter one, 1 divide spectacle into two types: living spectacle and 

performance spectacle. While both conforni to the basic definition of spectacle: 

"something exhibited.. . a remarkable or noteworthy sight . . . public displays appealing 

or intending to apped to the eye by their mass proportions, color, or other dramatic 

qualities,"l each type of spectacle exists under différent conditions. In living spectacle, 

the actions of the actors and spectators are for the most part spontaneous, not pre- 

planned and choreographed as in performance spectacle. In this chapter, I discuss the 

role of the crowd in the production of spectacle in the context of the Nazi 

Congresses. Then music's relation to spectacle in general is determined, followed by a 

discussion of how music functioned in h g  spectacle and performance spectacle in 

the context of the Nazi Party Congresses. 



1. CROWD AND SPECTACLE: 

One of the most imposing components of spectacle at the Congresses was the 

crowd. The crowd was made up of Geman people who, at lest according to Nazi 

ideology, shared a wmmon race, language and historicai heritage. W~thin the huge 

crowds, the people themselves acquired a heightened sense of association with their 

Volk It is possible they believed that the group itself symbolited the Volk. The 

massive sa le  of these crowds created spectacle fiom the festival and ritual 

components of the Congresses. 

The collective expression of nationalkm and citizenship was achieved in part by 

creating a crowd. The Nazis gathered large numbers of people together for a comrnon 

purpose: to express the generai d. As George Mosse has noted, the 

. . .concept of popular sovereignty [was] given precision by the 'general wili,' as 
Rousseau had expressed it, by the belief that only when aii are acting together as an 
assembled people does man's nature as a citizen corne into active existence The 
concept of the general will lent itself to the creation of rnyths and their symbols. The 
new politics attempted to draw the people into active participation in the national 
mystique through rites and festivals, myths and symbols which gave a concrete 
expression to the general will? 

The manipulation of the crowd was a central concem for the Nazis and 

especially Hitler. He was deeply iduenced by Gustav Le Bon's The Crowd -A Shidy 

of the Popular Mind: 'mtler had not only read Le Bon.. . but had stored away F s ]  

teaching in bis memory and adapted it logicdy to the circumstances of bis time.'J 

Hitler made use of leadership p~ciples espoused by Le Bon: 'lie who 

wished to be a leader (F'Ùhrer) must impose himself on the masses through his own 

personal qualities, which must include firm belief (in an idea) and an imperious will; 



only thus would he be able to rouse sufficient faith in the masses and impose his will 

upon them.'* Furthemore, Le Bon postulated that "an orator wishing to move a 

crowd must make an abusive use of violent afbnations. To exaggerate, to affum, to 

resort to repetitions, and never to attempt to prove anything by reasoning are 

methods of argument weil known to speakers at public meetings.'" These techniques 

were mastered by Hitler and their effectiveness is weil-doaimented. 

One of Le Bon's main ideas was that the crowd takes on the intelligence of its 

most average constituent regardless of how intelligent individuals within the crowd 

may be. The individual loses his or her capacity to think rationally and can be moved 

to actions and emotions that he would never experience if he was in the same 

situation alone: 

The principle characteristics of the individual forrning part of a crowd, is the 
disappearance of the conscious personality, the tuming by means of suggestion and 
contagion of feelings and ideas in an identical direction, the tendency to imrnediately 
transform the suggested ideas into acts. He is no longer hirnseif, but has become an 
automaton who has ceased to be guided by his 

The individual, as part of a crowd, is susceptible to suggestion which does not need to 

be present at the outset of the event. According to MacAloon, spectacle allows the 

spectator to 'Tust watch, " which liberates "individuals to want to, to be free to do 

more than watch."' The incredible effects on the individual achieved at the spectacle 

depended on the presence of the crowd. The knowledge of these effects of crowd 

behavior were put to practical use at the Nazi Party Congresses. The essentid 

presence of the crowd reinforces the Volk's presence at the center of the perfomiance 

system at the Nazi Party Congresses. 



11. MUSIC AND SPECTACLE 

One problem in relating music to spectacle is that a spectacle is meant to be 

seen and music is meant to be heard. Both music and spectacle are temporal: jua as 

the spectacle is reveaied visudy and changes as each moment passes, music's sound 

aiso expires, never to be recaptured independently of the spectacle of which it is a 

part. Spectacle requires the steady rhythm for rnovement and drarna which music 

provides. 

A. MUSIC AND LIVING SPECTACLE: 

Owing to the wide variety of music performance outside the rallies and 

parades, it is difficult to determine the degree to which music affecteci the creation of 

living spectacle, but accounts indicate that music played a sipnificant role, not only 

entertaining but also encouraging participation. Music was performed in various 

contexts outside the formai rallies and parades where we find the performance 

spectacle. There were musical performances in the streets, at official concerts, 

fireworks displays and the Serenade to the Fiihrer. A large variety of styles and 

genres was represented, from military marches, fok, patriotic and Nazi fighting 

songs, to perfomances of Handel ovemires, Beethoven symphonies and Wagnerian 

music drarnas. The combination of many musical performances would have had a 

greater impact on the living spectacle t han any one performance. 

John Baker White provides an example of living spectacle: 



Two magnificent blond clear-eyed sailors, in their full-dress short jackets with their 
rows of gilt buttons. . . An immaculate green-uniformed policeman wearing his off-duty 
forage cap, with him a girl in the brown jacket and blue skirt of the Hitler Youth. 
Soberly dressed rniddle-aged men and women with mat little parcels of food, 
Bavarian peasants in their leather shorts and embroidered jackets, three Japanese busy 
with their cameras.. . blue-shirted boys of the Hitler Youth.. .corne from the four 
corners of Gemiany to Nuremberg en fete.. .At the bottom of the hi11 a circle of 
soldiers, anns Iuiked, were singing folk songs, and their voices rose ciear on the 
evening air.. . 8 

White gives two impressions: one visual (a description of a Street scene at a 

Congress) the other of music in the mida of the event, contributhg to the 

surroundhg spectacle in the fom of spontaneous performance by the soldiers. 

The performance of music at oflciaal fwictions throughout Nuremberg also 

contributed to living spectacle. ln 1927 for example, there were concerts by bras 

bands in seventeen different locations throughout Nuremberg in conjunction with the 

opening ceremonies of the Congress alone. Huge crowds would assemble to hear the 

entertainment by bands fkom the many organizations such as the Hitler Youth, 

workers and military groups. These Large concerts around the city created crowd 

gatherings which in Nrn contributed to the living spectacle. In this setting, the 

movement of the crowds was not choreographed. 

Fireworks displays were part of living spectacle and were accompanied by 

music. In the Congress of 1929 for example, the fireworks were impressive: "as the 

hale, a swastika appeared in the evening sky, surrounded by a circle of green leaves 

and crowned by a huge eagle. Five bands accompanied the crowd as they sang the 

national a~~thern."~ 

Music accornpanied the spectacle cre-ated by the fieworks and it heightened the 

impact of the visual effects and provided entertainment. 



Ln this instance, it is possible the crowd's response to the fireworks with the 

national anthem was not spontaneous but planned by the Naris. The bands probably 

began to play the anthem at the conclusion of the display and the people responded. 

This function of music is more than mere entertainment here: it united the spectators 

at the spectacle -an effect which would have been desired by the Nazis and could 

easily have been arrange& 

It seems therefore, that there was a thin line between spontaneity in living 

spectacle of the Congresses and manipulation of the crowd by the Nazis. Spontaneous 

music did occur in living spectacle, as noted by Baker above. Its presence is ditFcult 

to masure, however, because documentation of such musical performances is rare 

and ùicomplete.lo Furthemore, given the manipulative nature of the Nazis, it is 

reasonable to assume the possibility of some staging even in the fiame of living 

spectacle. 

One standard musical event at the Congresses stands outside this fiame: 

although Richard Wagner's Die MeMersinger von Ncmberg was performed as an 

annual event at the Opera  ous se," its contribution to k g  spectacle is somewhat 

limited. While the production of the music drama was in itself a kind of spectacle, it 

was not open to the common people but rather only to guests invited by Hitler. The 

work reflected a long German history and hentage embodied in the town of 

Nuremberg and a search for true Geman song. These were themes embraced by the 

Nazis and suited their own presence in Nuremberg, but the exclusive nature of the 

event set it apart fiom the other musical events of the Congresses. 



The roles of the actor and audience in the living spectacle kame are closely 

reiated and one can easily assume the identity of the other. Living spectacle relies on 

the spontaneous interaction between actor and audience to actuaiiy mate  the 

spectacle. Al1 who attended a iiving spectacle had roles of both spectator and 

participant, the extent of each dependhg on their physical location and emotional 

involvement. 

Music in the living spectacle had its impact at a local Iwel. This is due in 

part to the scde of the music performances themselves: they were aimed at small and 

localized audiences. The role of music was rnainly entertainment and participation. It 

is rather the sum of localized examples of music-making that contributed to the living 

spectacle at the Congresses. 

B. Musrc AND PERFORMANCE SPECTACLE: 

Music's role in performance spectacle at the Nazi Congresses was most clearly 

illustrated at the rallies and parades. Music facilitated the movement that produced 

visual effect, provided cues to the participants and spectators, guided form in the 

spectacle, and helped to mate  mood, atmosphere and drama. Uitimately music 

unified the spectators and participants Plike. 

i) MUSIC AND MOVEMENT 

Musical accompaniment coordinated movement among groups w hich was 

essential to the overall success and impact of the spectacle. The union of music and 



movement provided drama and physical interplay among the massed pmicipants. 

Whether it was played by masseci bands or drum corps, music proMded the aeady 

rhyihm necessary for effective visual presentation. 

Some sources of music and movement at the Congresses include the Thing 

theater, rtiythmic gymaastics and modern dance. 

The Thing theater or Thzngspieie was a type of drama developed by the 

Nazis. It was called Thing in reference to meeting places of ancient German tnies. 

Outdoor theaters were built specifically for ning productions and when they proved 

to be unsuccessful (the Thing was not pursued past 1937 **), the venues were used for 

conventional plays and solstice festivals. Perfiormances incorporated group 

movement, speaking chonises, collective singing and musical accompaniment. 

Themes for the Ining focused on nationaiisrn, Volk wonhip and historicd 

representation. The h e r  conflicts of the individual which had informeci the 

conventional stage became symbolic of the race soul. " 
The purpose of the m n g  was to involve audience participation. The audiences 

joined in saying the "Credo," choral singing and responses. ISiaus Vondung has noted 

that the Congresses dupticated severai elements of the 7hing. including outdoor 

sening and thematic focus (on nationalism and the Volk), but also such specifïc 

practices as collective singing, speaking choruses, movement choruses and musical 

accompanirnent. For the Nazis, it seems that these elements proved to be more 

effective on m s  audiences at the Congresses than in the smaller amphitheater 

settings. 



This use of space and movement on a large scale was integral to performance 

spectacle. Although they did not embrace the Nazi ideology or participate directly in 

staging rallies, the theones and practical aspects of two modem dance 

choreographers, Mary Wigman and Rudoifvon Laban, were incorporated in the 

general use of space. The rhythrnic gymnastics ideas of Emil Jacques Dalcroze were 

ais0 used. 

Accordhg to Wlgman, "'groups were the most effective in forming space and 

creating an atmosphere. [They] became symbols, a group of human beings who fused 

into one moving body with a single goal." Movement of groups was introduced by 

RudoKvon Laban who took modem dance fiom the theater to the festival. He 

traveled frorn place to place receiving commissions nom various festivals to train the 

local people in "the discipline of rhythm and choruses of movement ."IJ Movement 

choruses becarne a wmmon feature in German festivals because they were 

instrumental in achieving a sense of unity. Laban concentrated on the movement of 

groups to give performers a common experience of movement so that, in his words, 

''they could conquer the space." The audience and actors needed to share the same 

joyful mood. This joy, closely linked with festival, "enhanceci the experience of 

community between perfionners and ~~ectators."'~ 

Uniformity was integral to the performance spectacle of the Congresses. 

The Nazis used the above ideas of group movement on a grander scale. They 

recognized the powerfiil impact of wnformity of the entire group in the presentation. 

If one participant was out of place or marched to the wrong rhythmic pulse, the effect 



of the whole would be lost. Similarly, when groups were static the visual effect 

depended on how weU the individuals aood in formations. 

Music and movernent were essential to the seductive impact and efficacy of 

the Nazi parades in the pdonnance spectacle fiame. For literaily hours on end, 

groups marche. before the Fùhrer. Music was a naturai and traditional 

accompanirnent to troop movements. The parades demonstrated the power of 

numbers that the Nazis had at their disposai, fiom the Hitler Youth to the SA and 

h e d  Forces. In Tnumph of the Wd we see how music was wedded to the 

movernent of the performance spectacle. The military music that accompanied the 

marches implied the rnight of the Third Reich. 

The tempo and steady rhythm of the music affiected the rate at which the 

performance spectacle unfolded. At the Luitpold Arena or Zeppelimezse for example, 

marching-in of standard bearers and mernbers of large groups, for logistical reasons, 

tended to be brisk. In moments of solemnity wch as lowering the fiags in the 

Memonal Ceremony, the tempo was slow and deliberate. 

The instruments chosen were also appropriate for the occasion and desired 

amustic eff-. Fuii bands accompanied marchers, and srnall numbers of bugles or 

even solo bugles accompanied lowering of flags in respect for the dead. 

ü) M o o ~  AND DRAMATIC EFFECT: 

Music was used dong with color, symbols, and speciai lighting to create rnood 

and drarnatic effects at the rallies. The railies beûune fmous for their extraordinary 

use of Lighting at night. In the raily of 1938 for example, Burden describes how the 



"searchlights that created a dome-like effect over the field, were as usual, 

breathtaking. 7he New York Times quoted one Arneriwi visitor as saying that the 

spectacle wouid make Hollywood bite its mils, because it was inimitab~e."'~ In order 

to heighten the fervor of the crowd, sometimes Hitler wodd wait to appear at the 

podium until the exact moment when the sun set, and huge search lights iiluminated 

the Zeppelimveise to create the 'dome of iight.' At the same tirne, huge bon-fires 

were lit on the surrounding hilltops for more effect. 

Symbols such as swastika, eagle, German oak, and flame were used 

repetitively in Nazi Gennany and abounded at the Congresses, but to achieve impact 

on the largest scaie, color waç essential to the live presentation. The "great tide of 

crimson" created by amassing thousands of Nazi flags possibly resembled blood and 

its association with sacrifice for the nation and the Fiihrer. In the Hitler Youth rally 

of 1936, the boys wore brown shirts the girls wore white and naval contingents wore 

blue shirts with brown vehet jackets. According to the Nèw York Times. "with their 

pink heaithy faces and blond hair.. .the gathering resembled a huge flower-bed."" 

The marches and music the bands played certainly had particular associations 

for Iisteners and would have contributed to the mood and drama of the rallies. For 

example, lyrics to familiar patriotic songs produceci emotional responses in the 

people. In Triumph of the Wfl, the faces of thousands of people can be seen cryhg, 

laughuig, shouting and awestruck as the spectacle of a raily unfolded. Through such 

scenes, the film sought to cornmunicate to its viewers the intensity of involvernent 

that was a principal goal of the rallies. 



&) MUSICAL CUES AND S T R U C ~  

Music dso helped to guide the structure of a rally. For example, the foUowing is 

an account of the rally of Gauleiters (Iocal Party leaders) on the evening of 

September 1 1, 1936 given by a New York Times correspondent: 

At 8:30 P.M. a tnimpet M a r e  foliowing a roar of cheers outside the arena constantly 
cornhg nearer announceci Hitler's arrival. Then he appeared, a lone figure atop the 
wide steps at the far side of the arena, where the wide Iane ended. Awaiting him on 
the steps was a great gathering of high Nazi officiais, dl, like himself, in brown 
uniform. 

As he appeared there shone upward from a hidden circle of 150 army searchlights 
behind the grandstands as many spears of light to the central point above. It was the 
same device employed at the Olympic Garnes, but it was greatiy improved and 
infinit ely larger . 

In this bright iight Hitler wdked down the steps through the group awaiting him 
and slowly a procession with him at the head marched across the field to the tribune. 
The thunderous cheers quite drowned out the music of the massed bands playing him 
in. 

He ascended the tribune and stood there waiting mtii there was complete 
silence. Then suddenly there appeared far in the distance a mass of advancing red 
color. It was the 25,000 banners of Nazi organizations in ail parts of Germany.'* 

The raüy proceeded punctuated by sequences of music. The arriva1 of the F#hrer was 

anticipated by trumpet fanfare which served as an introduction to the rally. It 

heightened the suspense of the crowd which was released in great cheers upon the 

appearance of Hitler. For hundreds of years, tnirnpet fanfares heralded the arrival and 

entrmces of royalty, here represented by the nlhrer. The fanfare emphasized the 

importance of Hitier's rank. The 'action' of the fiillfare caused the 'reaction' of wild 

cheers from the spectators. Moreover, the instruments of the fanfare played an 

important role in the spectacle. Photographs and f3.m evidence show the fanfare 

trumpets to be long ceremonid homs-ones used for special occasions. Their sound 



created a sense of majesty and distinction, and their appearance contributed visually 

to the spectacle. Tmmpets played a large part in processions in the national festivals 

from the nineteenth century and earlier. They were regularly present as a vanguard 

before s i m c a n t  groups, individuals or announced theme floats in parades. Trumpets 

were also used for their clear, bright sound that &es a great distance, promoting 

cheers by those assembled outside the venue and intensifying the crowd's excitement 

inside the stadim. 

hm, bugle calls and military bands are other sources of music that 

punctuated forrn and contributd to the unfolding spectacle. The bands tended to 

accompany marches, while certain parts of the rallies, such as speeches, speaking 

choruses and participants' movement of flags, spades or rifles, were anticipated either 

by bugles or drums and sometimes an exchange of both. 

Before a meeting even b e g q  musicians were required to perform background 

music for the crowds as they arrived at the Stadium. Burden cites an account from a 

musician at the r d y  for district leaders of the party in 1933 : 

At 6:00 A.M. we had to lave  for the big meeting in the Stadium. We had to play for 
four hours from the speaker's platform to entertain the assembiing formations while 
they were waiting. It was one of the moa overwhelming sights to see fkom this high 
platform how the vast Stadium filied slowly and very orderly with hundreds of 
thousands of unifonnecl men and women.. . .Fuiaily Hitler appeared with his staff. He 
sat down about six feet away fiom us.. . When he f i d y  got up we played the 
'Crusaders Fanfare,' and he began to address the crowds. lg 



iv) VISUAL PRESENTATION 

Music and musicians had a conspicuous presence at the Congresses and the 

rallies. Musicians contributeci both aurally and visually; that is, by the music that they 

performed and by their appearance 4 e i r  sheer numbers. Massed bands were easily 

seen: bras instruments shone in the sunlight or spotlights at night and drums of the 

Hitler Youth were decorated with flames producing a colorful sight. The larger the 

set of musicians and instruments, the more easily the music could be heard over 

greater distances. 

Musicians usually wore unifomis and were nirrounded by flags and 

standard bearers. In some cases, such as in the Congress Hall, musicians were 

distinguished fiom the Nazi officials who wore military dress by their formal attire 

(which served as their uniform). They were also set apart fkum other memben of the 

gathering by their physical location on the speaking platform and their role in 

perforrning music. The prominent location of the musicians underscores the official 

function and importance of music in the r d y  setting: it was used for entertainment 

and background sound; music excitai the crowds, introduced speeches, accompanied 

group movements and helped to unite events of the mass meetings. 

Tbere is a particular relationship between the spectacle and the people who 

see and participate in it. For example, a r d y  on the Zeppelimveise would situate the 

actor-participants on the field and the platfonn, and the spectators in the stands. At 

the ZeppeIimeise, the spectaton became participants in the events that unfolded 

before them, emotionally and through their behavior. They responded appropriately 

with salutes and cheers or sidence, depending on the situation. They cried, laughed or 



sang in response to their emotions airred by the spectacle. Conversely, the actors 

who were assembled on the field had Iimited visual access to the rest of the spectacle; 

their perspective of the grandeur and visual impact of it was limited. The spectaton' 

ability to participate in the vaiuation of the spectacle redted fiom their dSerent 

viewpoint: they couid appreciate the spectacle more W y  because they were in a 

better position to see it. The actor-participants on the other hand, who themselves 

created the spectacle, had a limted view therefore their awareness of the performance 

was diminished. 

Music unifies the roles of actor and spectator in performance spectacle. For the 

audience, music provides aural cues and enhances the effects of the unfolding visual 

elements. The actors, on the other hand, participate in the spectacle by responding to 

musical cues and carryîng out their choreography accordingly. Music unites the actors 

who hear and respond and the audience members who hear and see. 

CONCLUSION: 

The behavior of the mors and audience is intirnated by the came. In both living 

spectacle and performance spectacle, the main motive is '90 watch." The crowd, as 

the audience, responded to what they saw. The crowd dso became a visuai part of the 

spectacle and their presence was required for the efficacy and prodigious scale of the 

performance. 

The Nazis held successfid and influentid Congresses because they recognired 

the impact of assembly's tradition on the individual. The infiuence of large numbers of 

people at a live presentation such as a rally or parade was effective both in 



demonstrating current support for the Party and in acquiring new supporters. 

Moreover, the widespread use of music and syrnbols such as the swastika, the eagle, 

flags and consistent appeals to the vdkisch heritage further increased the effectiveness 

of the National Socialist Congresses. They were the definitive events in Nazi G e m y  

that encouraged active participation. 

We can separate two types of spectacle at the Nazi Party Congresses: living 

spectacle and performance spectacle. Music had different fùnctions according to the 

nature of the spectacle. Living spectacle was found in the streets and pubs of 

Nuremberg under conditions where the actions of the people were not choreographed 

in advance. Performance spectacle on the other hand, was pre-planned and 

orchestrated to the last detail and was found pnmanly in the rallies and parades. 

In living spectacle, our knowledge of spontaneous music is limited owing 

to the lack of written records. Music was confined to entertainment and Io&ed 

participation. Living spectacle relied on the overail visual impression in the city of 

Nuremberg: the combination of huge crowds, decorations, fiags, and a wide variety 

of unifomis and ancient dress for its existence. In this fiame, therefore, music's role 

occurs at a micro-level in the actual formation of the spectacle. Music was not 

strategicaliy Linked with the unfolding of living spectacle in the same way as it was 

with performance spectacle, but it remained an integrai part. 

In the performance spectacle fiame, music supported the creation of 

spectacle and was intimately Linked with the performance. We have noted how music 



provided cues, tempo, steady rhythm, contributed to movement, the atmosphere and 

dramatic effects. 

The mass rallies and parades were politicai tools used by the Nazis in the 

Congresses at which a great number of German people were moved to collective 

actiodbehavior, whether staged or spontaneous (or degrees of both). This is one of 

the successes of the Nazis in aaging large Party Congresses. They used repetition of 

symbols and music to gain coherence in their presentation of National Socialism in the 

performance system at the Nuremberg Congresses. In the spectacle frames, the 

crowds were moved to believe in themselves as the essence of the Gennan Vol ,  

Music served to unite the actors and audience in living spectacle and 

performance spectacle around the Vdk. In some ways, the gathering portrayed the 

glorification of the Volk by virtue of the huge nurnbers of people present. The crowd 

heightened the sense of belonging to a cornmunity, a comrnon language and a 

cornmon race. 

Music was an inte@ part of the pageantry and self-representation of the 

Nazis at the Congresses. Music increased individuai participation in living spectacle 

and heightened the intensity of the staged displays in performance spectacle. 



The celebrations of German heritage at the Nuremberg Congresses did not 

onginate with National Socialism. Rather, the Nazis took advantage of a long- 

standing tradition and practice of Vulk-worship and celebration with roots in 
1 

nineteenth century festivals. These festivals served multiple fùnctions. They were 

occasions for diEerent social classes to interact and corne together as a people, 

mernorials to those who had died in defense of the Fatherland, celebrations of famous 

Germans (such as Schiller), demonstrations of the desire for unity, and events to 

celebrate wrnmon heritage and ancestry culminating in a national worship of the Volk. 

In the discussion of music's role in the festival ftame of the Nazi Party 

Congresses we see how music was used in celebration of the Volk. I briefly describe 

historical and national festivais of the nineteenth century in tems of political and 

social factors dong with îheir theory and practice. 1 look at music in tems of four 

main roles: Occasional, FunctionuI, Entertuinmeni and Purticipazory ( in which the 

role of the male choral societies 1 briefly outlined) and two examples of nineteenth 

cenniry festivals 1 show how the eariier festivals contributed to the Congresses in 



terms of fom and content. Finally, I situate the four main roles of music in the festival 

frame and celebration of the Folk at the Congresses. 

H~STORICAL AND NATIONAL FESTNALS 

Severd kinds of festivals developed in nineteenth century Germany. Some 

festivals were connecteci with ancient folk customs such as the summer solstice or 

harvest festivak2 SpecSc 'historical festivais' and 'national festivals' temded to 

emphasize hiaoncai anniversaries and were ofien held by various associations such as 

the gymnasts sharp-shooters, workers and male chorus societies. Elements of the 

various festivals overlapped fiom one to another including flags, ancient dress, 

bonfires, torch-lit processions, parades, folk songs, and speeches. Specifically, the 

terms 'national festival7 and 'historical festival,' are closely related and it is sometimes 

difficult to distinguish between them. 

The main motive for an hisiorical festival was an historicd commemoration 

day or anniversary. The absence of a specific anniversary or special occasion 

associated with a festival tended to be an exception to the d e .  The birthday of a city, 

tradition and history of a dynasty (where participants wore traditional and epochai 

costumes), celebration of forefathers and peasant heritage (foik festival), official 

openings and dedications of monuments or a festival which combined specialized 

perfo mers such as sharpshooters, singing O rganizations, and gymnasts are some 

more common examples. 

The development of Geman histoncal festivals is outlined in Wolfgang 

Hartmann's Der Historische Feszzup: Seine Entstehun~ uttd Etttwickhi~ta im 19. und 

20. Jahrhunder~. In the eighteenth cenniry he notes that the church and courts were 



the main organizers of festivals. In the nineteenth century, the rniddle class took a 

more active role in staghg festivals. 

The characteristics of a Gemian national festival included: some occasion to 

celebrate (such as the anniversary of a military vidory), a sigdicant place at which to 

meet en masse (such as a national monument with a festival field) and traditional 

symbols associated with the celebration (including flags, ancient G e d c  dress, and 

'sacred flame' or torch-light cerernonies/parades). Moreover, a combination of 

specific actions made up the celebration such as music performances and collective 

singing, memonal services, parades, banquets and beer-drinking, speeches, and 

sometimes gymnastic and sharp-shooting exhibitions. The development of these 

national festivals from the nineteenth century to the Third Reich is discussed by 

George Mosse in Nationalization of the Masses. 

Historicd and national festivals are closely related because both celebrated 

Gemanic past and both contained similar activities such as parades, processions, 

historical dress, flags, fire and song. Hîstoncal festivals tended to chronicle German 

deeds and heritage, reinforcing the motives of unity and Volk celebration which in 

tum were important to national festivals. A divergence between the two festivals, 

however, is noted in the more serious and political nature of the national festivals. 

Speeches at national festivals often advocated social or politicai change, articulateci 

grievances toward foreign occupation and expressed a desire for unity arnong the 

German people. Certain symbols and acts of celebration seem to be closely related to 

rituai. Their continuing presence also ùnplies their symbolic sigruficance. Exarnples of 

these include memonal services, parades, speeches, flags, torches and song. At the 



Congresses, the Nazis retained activities associated with the festival tradition in 

generai to create Volk celebration as part of the Congresses. The political emphasis 

was reminiscent of nineteenth century national festivals. The cornmernoration chosen 

by the Nazis for the Congresses was France's defeat by the Pmssian army at Sedan in 

September 1870.' 

To analyze the festival frame for the Congresses, 1 will describe the activities 

for celebration while the ritual aspects of the Congresses are discussed in chapter 

four. W~thin the festival fiame therefore, the definition of festival from chapter one is: 

" a tirne of celebration marked by special observances.. .a program of public festivity:' 

in which the exnotional atmosphere was "'gay, merry and iight-hearted". 

FESTNALS: BACKGROUND TO THE CONGRESSES 

Political, sociai, and economic factors at the beginning of the nineteenth 

century encouraged German unity. Generai disdain toward French occupation and 

widespread poverty contributed to the desire for a united German nation. 

Industrialization, the rise of the middle class and the quest for national identity 

spurred Gemans in many regions to become active in creating political change which 

took the better part of the century to achieve: unification in 1871. 

To some, this achievement was not entirely satisfactory however, as not al1 

Geman-speaking peoples were wted in 1 87 1, and still less dter World War 1. This 

disappointment was constantly identineù by the Nazis in their own agenda for 

expanding German political borders. They encouraged participation in the 

Congresses fiom Germans outside their political boundaries. Party rnembers fiom 



Austria, Rhineland and Sudetenland were invited as guests and took part in 

Congresses at Nuremberg. 

The nationdistic theory and practice of national festivals in Germany was 

expressed early in the nineteenth century by two influentid wrïters, Ernst Moritz 

Amdt (1 769- 1860) and Friedrich Ludwig Jahn (1 778- 1 852). In their opinion, 

patriotism was to be acted out in the fom of public festivals where large numbers 

could gather in celebration of the V o k  They stressed that a festival's setting should 

be close to a national monument to provide symbolism as a link to past tradition: 

other w b o l s  included the German oak, landscape, ancient dress, as weli as the study 

of folk songs and c~storns.~ 

The German notion of nationalism was not based on individual eeedom and 

rights but rather its foundation was the Polk -al1 Germans united together in the spirit 

of ancestors. According to Jahn, 'festivals must embody transcendent ideals 

symbolized through the nation. They must link themselves with traditions still dive 

among the people, and penetrate the unconscious.'" Thus public festivals were 

occasions where V8Ikisch past and German heritage could be celebrated. 

Three main groups were motivated by Jahn's wrihgs: the fiee corps of 

patriotic volunteers, gymnastic associations for the training of patnotic fighters and 

student fiatemities which became "the only organization of ali Christian Ge- 

students in aii German Universities, united irrespective of class caste, state7 or 

province.'* The militant patriotism in these groups' members, whose goal was unity 

of their nation, spread across German lands. While unity was not achieved until much 

later in the centuv, the national festival provided a forum where like-minded Germans 



could express their desire for union and perhaps influence others to join them. 

Moreover these groups were represented together or separately at most national 

festivals and theû presence was almost conventional by the end of the century. 

Historical consciousness was an important contributor to the national festival. 

For Arndt, specific festival occasions included anniversaries of military victories such 

as the Battle of the Teutoburger Forest or the Battle of Leipzig. He suggested that a 

festival include general remembrances of men who sacrificed their iives for the 

fatherland.' A tradition of reverence for cornrades who died Ui the quest for 

independence and unity entered the festival in the form of mernorial services fiom 

early in the nineteenth cenhiry. 

In 1 8 1 4, Arndt proposed a German Association or Deutsche GesellschqF to 

actively encourage Gemian people to resist outside influence and pursue v8Ikisch 

ideals. Arndt's desire for Gennan Association had aiready been refiected by the 

formation of groups with comrnon interests such as the sharp-shooters in the late 

eighteenth century, the male chorus societies in 1809, the Association of Geman 

Doctors and Scientists in 1 8 10, gymnasts in 1 8 1 1. Patriotism was a rdying point for 

these groups, but popular participation was not yet widespread. 

Characteristics of Volk ideals that we noted in chapter one, such as common 

language, shared history and consciousness of ethnic heritage were also articulated by 

Amdt. Mer travelling through the Rhineland and discoverhg to his dismay that pro- 

French sentiments had been gowing among the upper classes, Arndt states in a letter. 

In al1 large cities where there are enough educated people, we Germans might found 
Geman Societies which, in order not to excite suspicion among the authorhies, 
would not be secret but would openly proclaim and acknowledge as their purpose the 



expulsion of French impertinence, lewdness and speech, and the exaltation and 
invigoration of German mords, usages and language. These German Societies, which 
would not be philologicai associations but genuinely national, articulate and 
living.. . would raise our language again to the statu of a spoken tongue, inculcate the 
mernories of our past history and the strength of German v h e  directly in the people, 
celebrate national festivals.. . raise everything purely Gennan to emhence and keep 
before the public aiways the idea that ail Gemians must be brothers.' 

Arndt also describes how the Volk was tied to national festivals and how music 

was tinked to the worship of the Volk For example, Arndt had specific views about 

the role of music in the national festival: that patiotic songs and hymns should be 

synthesized in the expression of common worship. Moreover, he wrote lyrics to a 

number of popular patriotic songs, many of which were set by several cornposers. The 

general population came to know them well as these songs were sung both at the 

festivals arid in male chorus group.' 

Jahn and Arndt innuenced the festivals not oniy in theory -that is where, when 

and why to meet together -but also in practicai t e m .  Jahn trained gymnasts and 

patnotic fighters in day to day matters toward the goal of achieving politicai unity and 

these groups actively participated in national festivals. Arndt contributed songs that 

were embraced, disseminated by Germans and sung in the national festivals. 

MUSIC'S ROLE IN FESTNALS: 

The main emphasis of the festival Game is celebration and festivity. Music is an 

effective means of creating a festive atmosphere and articulating expressions of 

celebration through collective singing of patriotic songs and foik songs, background 

music to fireworks, accompaniment to foik dancing and banquets. I have identified 

four main categories of music as a part of the content and form in national festivals. 



As mentioned in chapter one, Occmioizal music refers to works composed for a 

specific event. FunctionaI refers to music that accompanies aspects of form in a 

festival such as reveille or in a parade or procession. Entertai~zrnent music created a 

festive atmosphere; examples include dimer music at banquets, music concerts or folk 

dancing demonstrations, accompaniment of fireworks displays among others. F id y, 

m~iptory pertains to music which invites active participation such as collective 

singing of patriotic lieder or taking part in a dance which frequently follows a 

banquet. 

1 have inciuded two programs fiom Nneteenth century festivals, a German 

national festival and a Volk Festival, to illustrate the role of music. The first is fiom 

the Hambach National Festival 1832 (figure 4) and the second is fiom a Music-Folk 

Festival in Heidelberg 1838 (figure 5). In both figures the role of music is identifieci 

with itdics and brackets. 1 chose examples of national and Volk festival prograrns 

because while the tone of celebration is different between them, elements of both 

reappeared at the Congresses. 

The focus for the Heidelberg festival was festivity. The activities were for 

entertainment, enjoyrnent, and celebration. The Heidelberg festival is also an example 

of how two large organizations, such as the sharp-shooters and male choirs, joined 

forces to hoa a festival. As a resdt, there was a combination of sharp-shooting 

activities and music-making. On one hand, the choirs were accompanied by cannons 

and on the other hand, shooting cornpetitions had musical accompaniment. Cenain 



parts of the celebration, such as fireworks, torch-light procession and public 

entertainment, are found at the Nazi Congresses as well. 

FIGURE 4 

Heidelkrg Music-Folk   es th al'^ : June 5-7 1838 

Dm Before 
Sharp-shooting society held cornpetitions during the afternoon the day before and after 

the f d d ;  shpshooting enthusiasts were imited to attend 

Night Before 
Opening of the FestntaI: Various Music Choirs dong wiih the thunder of the guns. 

[Entertainment and Occm-onal music] 
Evening: Choir of Citizen-militia @ torch-light procession sounded the Iast pst. 

[Functionol music] 
Fireworks on the river Neckar to the accompaniment of music and cannons. 

[Entertaïfiment music] 

FestivaI day: 
):O0 am.  Reveille piayed by the Chorus of the Grenadier Company of the Burger-Militan 

with Janitscharenmusik [Funcrional music1 
morning Parade of Citizen-militia. [Functional and Participatory music] 
12:004:00 p.m. Public entertainment at Luctnigs-Platz. 

12:OO Music [Entertainment music] 
1 :O0 Dance [Entertainment and Participatoy music J 
Evening Dance in the Museum. [Entertainment, Participatory music] 

At the cade ruin a number of bonfires and torches. [Par t ic ipa to~ music] 
9:OOp.m. Sharpshooting Association held a grandiose shooting performance ui th fimorks. 

brilliant fountains, colorful lighting and glor@ing music. [Entertainment music] 

hiring the three d e s  h m  5 to 7 of June, the royal highness, through great generosi~. @es the ci& 
the gift of a telescope for the use of  tlsitots.. . to put the magnificat rotunda of the wounding 
neighborhood in betler vim. 

Political concems were more prominent at Hambach. The Natiomrjesz is 

considered by some to be the first large scale festival centered around national unity. 

There was less entertainment and more participation. The people who attended the 

festival took part in politicai discussions, walked together to the castle min and sang 



patnotic songs. The joy at Hambach was illustrated by the collective actions of the 

people demonstrating their desire for 'iinitv of the Geman national character and 

Fatherland" -not udike the festival frame of the Nazi Congresses. 

FIGURE 5 

l Hambach National Festival. I 832" 

Da,. More: 
Welcome speeches, politicai discussions among frieads and aapaintances and singing (especially 

Arndt's " Was ist des Deutschen Vafer lanp)  [Porn'cipatoty music] 

Festiml Dav: 
8:00 a.m Church Bek Ring [Funciional music] 

ProcesSion to the Castle ruin assembled at the Market Square: including a small group of Iocd 
town guardsmen near a band Women and girls with a Polish flag-bearer. decorated uith 
red and white strearners. More guardsmen foilowed by the hrst group of Festival 
cornmittee members. each uith the black-red and gold flags inscribed with "Deutschiands 
Wiedergeburr" ("Germany 's Rebirth"). 

1 Members of politicai delegation of the province then lady, t-isitors h m  a11 German- 
speaking parts grouped by their area of ongin each with one or more German flags. 16 in 
all. 
Marchers had green flags with oak ring (Eichenlaanz) in gold 
[Participatory Funcrional music] 

Evexyone sang Am&' lfaterlandrlied and a new Song "Hinau/Patioten, zum Schloss, 
nrm Schlos!" [Participatory and Occasional music] 

At the cade ruin: 19 Speeches reflected anger over the division of German Iands. sorrow over the 
poverty of the people, bittemess tomrd oppression by the Princes, and a 
dedaration of the sovereignty of the people. The belid in the freedom and unity of 
the German national character and FatherIand [Parn'ciporon, music] 

Food and Drink was avaiiable at the square. 

Each of the above exarnples iilustrates the different roles of music (functional, 

participatory, occasional or entertainment) to a different degree. Through this 



cornparison and noting some main events that were part of these two examples, we 

will begin to see predecessors of the role of music in the Nazi Congresses. 

OCCASIONAL MUSIC 

Occasional music refers to music that was composeci for a specific festival. The 

Hambach description refers to "a new song: H i m f  Patriuten, m m  Schloss, m m  

SchIoss! " It was written specifically for the festival by Siebenpfeser who adapted 

the melody £?om the "Schillerschen ~eilerliedes."."' Two more Iieder written for 

Hambach but not included in the program include one by Christian Scharpff from 

Homburg ("VierI~~zd, im SchwetlergIanzee..) and the Heidelberger Student's lied by 

Korner called "Dus Volk sreht auf; der Sturm brichi los." As already mentioned, 

rnelodies were often simple and folk-like so that they wuld easily be remernbered and 

transmitted orally. Sometimes, as in 'Lum Schloss m m  Schioss," rnelodies were 

borrowed from already known songs. 

Music was sornetirnes separated fiom the festival and repeated in other contexts. 

In some ways, the music becomes a symbol of the event, iïke souvenirs and festival 

memorabilia. At Hambach for example, pictures and plates reproduced the 

procession13 and "zrrm Schluss" became a popdar patnotic song in other parts of the 

country. 



FUNC~ONAL MUSIC 

Music served thme main fiinctions at national festival celebrations. tt 

organized movement of the people in processions or parades, complemented speeches 

and helped to articulate the fonn of the celebration. 

As mentioned in chapter two, music provided a way to mate organized 

movement among the people. An important part of fe~ival celebrations was the 

parade or procession to the festival site. In Harnbach for example, even women and 

children carried flags and banners to create the festive atmosphere. The music for the 

processiodparade was either performed by a band or supplied by coUedve singing of 

the participants to accornpany their own marching to the festival. 

Patnotic songs complemented speeches. While it was probably difncult for 

everyone to hear the speeches, they could aii participate in singing. Music therefore 

increased the power of the speeches as the song-texts echoed the sentiments in the 

speeches. Collective articulation of nationalism intensified the participants' sense of 

unity and purpose. 

In addition to the paradedprocession and collective singing which articulated 

fonn at the festivals, music provided structure in other ways as weli. At Heidelberg 

for exampie, the opening of the festival was declared by choirs and guns and kt-post 

concludeci the evenhg. Reveilie signaled the beginning of the festival day, foiiowed by 

a parade, music at noon, dance and fireworks displays in the evening. 



ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC 

The music that we regard as functional in determinhg form of the festival 

(such as dance music and 6reworks acconpaniment) can also be seen fkom the 

entertainment perspective. As enteriainment however, music contributed by creating a 

festive atmosphere and encouraged celebration among the participants in a festival. 

ui some instances music had a social ftnction and its role was purely 

atmospheric, This was the case at Heidelberg for example, where a banquet was part 

of the festival schedule and dinner music was played as a background to feasting. 

At forma1 concerts on the other hancl, music was the center of the event and 

was regarded as more refined entertainment. Works by popular wmposen were 

performed by local and regionai musicians for a more appreciative audience. 

PARTICIPATORY MUSIC 

In the festival fiame, there are two main ways in which music inviteci active 

participation: through dance and singing. As part of the celebration, folk dancing 

illustrated Germanic coshunes and evoked a strong sense of Germanic heritage. The 

music that accompanied the dancing was based on traditional folk melodies and the 

performances celebrated tradition. Moreover, music provided a means of bringing the 

past to life in the present -traditionai melodies and dances performed for a 

contemporary audience. These exhibitions of Vdk traditions became more than 

performances: Geman hentage became reified, creating an identity for audiences to 

whom they may not have been fàmiliar. 



Patriotic songs were sigmficant as expressions for the desire of national uniw in 

nineteenth century Gemany. Their texts reveal the "moods and needs of the people.. . 

the ideas and ideais of a nation were set to verse in words that dl  could 

~nderstand."'~ Moreover, patriotic songs were full of emotional language which 

created strong responses in both Listeners and singers. This led to the widespread 

knowledge and popularity of patriotic songs not only in German states but in other 

Gennan-speaking areas as well. 

The texts of patriotic songs oflen stressed such themes as philanthropy, 

fieedom from French occupation, nature (celebrating the Gennan country-side and 

the mighty oak), faith in God and death as a Romantic ideal (a climax and escape, full 

of honor ifachieved in protecting the ~atherland).'~ The songs articulated the desûe 

to share a cornmon language, history, heritage and land. In short, they reflected the 

desire for political and spirinial unity of an idealized Gerrnan Yolk. 

Patriotic songs were perfonned primarily in group settings such as male 

chorus gatherhgs, pnvate homes or public festivals. The songs were not meant to be 

performed by a soloist but rather together with one's companions. Furthemore, 

patriotic songs tended to be based on folk-like melodies with new texts applied to 

already familiar unes. They were easily leamed and disserninated. 

Some examples of patriotic song include Des Deurîchen Vu~eriànd, Die Wachl 

m Rheht (Watch on the Rhine), and Ich hatl ' ein Kmmaàen (I Had a Cornrade). 

(See Appendices). These Iieder could be heard sung at festivals, homes and almost 

every male singing group in ~errnan~.'~ The texts illustrate the importance of active 

devotion to German aspirations for unity and sacrifice for the Fatherland. 



One example, Des Deutschen C'aterld, was written by Ernst Moritz Arndt 

(1 769-1 860) with music by Gustav Reichardt (1797-1884). It is part of the Hambach 

festival and is also alluded to at the Nazi Congresses. 

Des Deutschen Vateriand 

Wm isî des Deutschen Vaterland? 
Iss S Preussenland? isr 's Schwabenland? 
1s 's, wui am Rhein d e  Rebe bluht? 
1st 's wo am Belr die Mme zieht? 
O nein, nein, nein! 
Sein Vaterland m m  gr8k.w sein 

Wzs isî des Deutschen Varerfand? 
k t ' s  BaÏerhd? ist 's Steierfmd? 
1s 's, wo des Marsen Rind sich me&? 
Gew7ss es isî das Oesterreich, an Siegen und an Ehren reich? 
O nein, nein, nein! 
Sein Vaterland m u s  grbsser sein 

H7iu isr des Deutschen l'arerland? 
1st 's Pommerland, Wesrphaleniand? 
Ist 's wu der Sand der Dunen weht? 
1st 's wo die Donau brausend geht? 
Doch nezn, nein. nein! 
Sein Vaterland m u s  grdser sein 

Wus isr des Deutschen Vateriand? 
So nenne mir d a  p&&e hnd!  
1st k Lund der ScMezer, ist S TyoI? 
Dar Land und Vdk gefiel mir whl! 
Doch nein. nein, nein! 
Sein Vaferland mus griisser sein. 

Ithr ist des Deutschen Varehd? 
So nenne endlich mir das Lund! 
"So weit die deutsche Zunge kiingt, 
Und Gon im Himmel Lieder singt, " 
Dar sol1 es sein, d m  soll es sein! 
Das wackrer Deutscher nenne Dein. 

Dar ganze Deutschland sol1 es sein! 
O Gott vom Himmel, sieh darein! 
Und gieb uns rechten deutschen Muth 
Dass wir es lieben treu und gut. 
Dm soll es sein! 
D m  garue Deutschland sou es sein!" 



"The German Fatherland" 

What is the Gennan Fatheriand? Is't Russian land, or Swabian Iand? 
Where blooms the vine by Rhine so k? Where sea-mews skim the Baltic Sea? 
Oh no! no! no! Our Fatherland must greater be- 

What is the German Fatheriand? BaMt.ian land, or Styrian land? 
Sure Austria must the tiîie clah, so rich in hoaor and in h e .  
Oh no! no! no! Our Faiherland mua greater be. 

What is the Gerrnan Fatherland? Porn'ranian land, Westphaiian Land? 
Is't where the sand o'er plains are blown, or where the Danube rushes on? 
Oh no! no! no! Our Fatherland must m e r  be. 

What is the Gerrnan Fatherland? O say where is that mighty land? 
Is't Switzeriand of Tyrol fair. the land and people please me there! 
Oh no! no! no! Our Fatherland m u s  greater be. 

What is the German Fatherland? Say where doth lie that hor 'd  land? 
Where e'er ow German accents ~ g ,  and h~~ to God on high th- sing 
'Tis there. 'tis there. in every land is found the German Fatherlanb ou Fatherland 

[The whole of G e m n y  shall it be. O God in heaven to oversee 
And give us real German spirit that we live faithfuI and m e .  
Thur, shaU it be. Thus shall it be. the whole of G e m a q  shall it be.]' 

The text names various regions where German people lived and desired political unity 

6 t h  one another. Arndt suggests that roots of the German Vdk transcended 

contemporary political boundaries and ail Gemans should be brought together. This 

aspiration was later purnieci by the Nazis. 

Patiotic songs were disserninated in part by male choruses which contibuted 

to a tradition of collective singing in everyday We and at festivals in pariicular. The 

male chorus took part in a majority of festivals in the nineteenth century and it is 



imponant to understand the context of theû participation. The following section 

explores some background iriformation about the male chorus fiom the nineteenth 

century to the 1930's. 

Male chorus societies sometimes sponsored festivals independentiy. They 

invited participants and audiences corn neighboring comrnunities so that 

instmmentalists and choïrs could combine forces to stage larger events. Songfests 

were held by some associations. The ,!&gerfeste had a three-fold nature: the need for 

a feeling of national identity, the cultivation of comradeship, and the dissemination of 

&man lieder. lg 

Male choruses met regularly (ofien once a month), wrote poems, composed 

songs and sang together. W~thin the male chorus community, national unity was 

strengthened in practical ways as a result of this consistent social interaction. When 

the choruses appeared at festivals, they shared their desire for unity with a larger 

group of people. 

Different names such as Singverein (singing association), Liederkrm 

(singing circle), Mdbnerchor (male choir). Mdimnergesatgwrein (men's singing 

association) were used to descnbe the male choruses 

Political and social considerations were a part of the male chorus movement. 

The French Occupation fiom 1 806 to 18 13 and the War of Liberation in 18 14- 18 1 5 

saw Germanspeakers r d y  together. Music-making (and specifkally men singing in 

groups) was a powerfbl means of expressing the desire for unity and Liberty f?om the 

French. Moreover, '%he growing interest in male singing derived its inspiration fiom a 

rebirth of folk song, a renewed emphasis on the beauty and greatness of the &man 



language, promoted by poets of the age, and the deep faith of the German people in a 

newly emerging male leadership stnving toward a united h a n y ? " '  

Early in the nineteenth century, male singing groups were founded by Karl 

Zelter (1 758- 1 832) and Hans Georg N&eli (1 773-1 836). Many members of Zelter's 

original group came from Berlin's SingaCademie which was founded in 179 1 by Car1 

Fasch to revive older sacred music; Zelter took over the leadership following Fasch's 

death in 1800 and directed the group for alrnost 30 years.2' As small numbers of men 

lingered after the formal rehearsais of the Singakademze to sing together, more joined. 

Soon the concept of convivial singing became popular. Zelter describes his plans to 

fom the Liederiofel in a letter to Goethe, December 1808: 

For the celebrations marking the King's return. 1 have founded a choral union: a 
group of 25 men, the 25& of whom is the elected leader, who will meet once a month 
for a two-course dinner and will entertain thewlves with pleasant German songs. 
The members must be either poets, singers or composers. Whoever has w&en or 
composed a new song wili read or sing to those at the table, or have it sung. If it is 
applauded, then a collecting-box is passed round the table, into which ... according to 
his fancy everybody puts in a Groschen or more.. . 22 

Zelt er founded the Lie&r@eI in January, 1 809. The Liedenafeel (or song-table), was 

a social gathering for men to taik, sing and drink beer or wine. They sang about the 

German ideal way of life and unity of their nation. Zelter's Liedewel  generdy 

remauied a smal1 and rather exclusive group and did not have a significant impact on a 

large number of people. By 1909 for example, the organization had yet to exceed 190 

The Swiss-Geman, Ham Georg Nàgeli founded large singing 

organizations. The general trend of increasing musical education arnong the middle 

class in nineteenth century Europe wntributed to the widespread popularity of his 



style of singing groups. According to blZgeli, "music must l a v e  its domeaic confines 

to become a general instrument of cuiture and edu~ation."~~ An educator, a 

composer, a musicoIogist and an entrepreneur, he believed that music and music- 

rnaking could be a part of everyone's life, regardless of formal training. In the eariy 

part of the century, he founded a music shop and lending Library (the fint of its kind 

in Switzerland) as  weil as a publishing business. He wrote and lectured on the subject 

of musical aesthetics, publishing his collection of essays, VorIemzgen U%er Musik in 

1826. Nageü's aims for singing groups were not as focused on nationalism and 

German unity as Arndt's had been. Instead, he believed in a more universal meaning 

for group singing -the unity of humanity: 

The age of music d l  only begin when it is not only experts who devote themselves to 
the fine arts, but when the higher arts become the comrnon property of the country's 
people, in fact of the whole contemporary European comrnunity, when mankind itself 
is incorporateci into the element of music. This will only be possible through choral 
singing.. . Take a multitude of people, in their hundreds, in thousands, try to bnng 
them into a reciprocal exchange of humanity.. . Lf a weii-balanced chorus is performed 
with a hundred well-trained singers with only moderate voices, such as nature 
vouchsafes them, then the majesty of the people has been brought into being* 

The notion of singing publicly and in large numbers spread. By the IWO'S, 

for example, there were several hundred amateur male choruses throughout G e m  

lands. Membership in various singing groups pervaded a large segment of society 

including youth, workers, church, middle class, aïstocracy and in the latter part of the 

century, women. Youth and students were inspired by songs about war and liberty, 

and they bewne eager to voice their political beiiefs in public festivals. According to 

Brinhan, "[the youth of the early nineteenth centwy] believed in the powerful role 



of songs as the ernotional weapon in building that greatne~s."~~ This inclination 

steadily increased and the Nazis took advantage of it in the 1920's and 1930's. The 

growing working class also embraced music-making as a means of expressing their 

own values. Workers' male choruses were org;uiized somewhat independently of (and 

modeled &er) their bourgeois c o ~ n t e r ~ a r t s . ~  Even in churches, male choruses were 

abundant. This is reflected in the repertoire wmposed for this genre? MUred 

chomses became popular by the end of the nineteenth century and women also took 

part in the singing groups. 

The middle class had the largest representation in the male choruses. 

Generally, according to Cecilia Hopkins-Porter, "dramatic increases in population, the 

spread of urbanization.. .combinai to advance the cornmercialkation and mass public 

consumption of music, as well as the growdi of musical institutions. These socio- 

econornic upheavals . . . permitted the commercidy and industriaüy oriented middle 

class of the Romantic age to gain possession of the instruments of c u l t ~ r e . " ~  

Despite tumoil surroundhg the revolution in Prussia (1 848)' according to 

Mosse, the post-1848 era found stronger and more secure patriotic male choir 

associations. For example, the National Geman Choral Association was formed in 

1862. It sponsored yearly festivals and cornpetitions which were often held in the 

Company of sharp-shooters and gymnasts. 

Foilowing unification in 1871, the choral association's role changed from a 

mouthpiece of the people to more ofa professional organization. Choirs tended to 

perform more cornplex music, no longer easily accessible to the majority of members. 

In post- 187 1 Germany, the choirs continued to participate in national events such as 



monument dedications and organized joint festivals with gymnasts and sharp- 

shoot ers. Moreover the Cho rd Association encouraged the desire for patriotic singing 

in other Ger=-speaking lands such as Austria. Accordhg to Mosse, numbers 

associated with the Choral Association were substantial in the Weimar Repubiic. For 

example 40,000 people attendeci a festival in 1 924 and association membership was 

over 500,000 in 1925 .'O A large number of German people participated in o u p  

singing and leamed the popular repertoire which prevailed even to the 1930's. Group 

singing, specifically of patriotic songs, had firm foundations by the tirne the Nazi 

rnovement began. It was easy to draw upon fdl iar traditions and appeal. Collective 

singing becarne more structured and controlled by the Nazis once they achieved 

power in 1933. 

MUSIC'S R0L.E IN THE FESTIVAL FRAME OF THE NAZI PARTY CONGRESSES 

As we have seen, music in the festival helped mate a festive atrnosphere by 

providing entertainment. This characteristic is demonstrated especiaüy in the 

Heidelberg Music-Folk Festival where music ent ertained through the media of male 

choruses, dances, fïreworks and sharp-shooting exhibitions. At the Hambach festiva 

music was more focused around nationalism and the desire for unity of the 

Fatherland and its people. In both, music contributecl to celebration of the V d k .  The 

Nazis used and expandeci on this musical hentage as a political tool in their 

Congresses. Music not only fomed part of the joyful festivity but also served to 

reinforce a main theme of the Congresses: unity of the German Vdk. 



Within the festival frame at the Congresses, four general categories of 

music's role remain: fùnctionai, participatory, occasional and entertainment, with 

celebration of the Volk at the center. 

Elements kom the two sample festivals from Hambach and Heidelberg are 

seen in the Nazi Congresses. The Nans combined Light-hearied celebration with 

enjoyable activities and entertainment as done in the Heidelberg festival. These 

elements were reproduced at the Congresses in the fom of music concerts, carnivals 

and fireworks displays. They contributed to the festive atmosphere. But the Nazis 

also used the more serious under-tones found at national festivals such as Hambach. 

Political speeches, flags, emblems, fk, traditional costumes and patiotic music 

created the desired mood and atmosphere with which they fiamed their message. 

To gain an understandhg of the structure of a particular Congress, 1 have 

chosen the program from 1936, shown in figure 6. It iternizes the officiai activities of 

the Congress, meetings, some entertainment and the key speakers at the various 

events. To ensure balanced representation fiom the other Congresses, 1 use some 

examples nom other programs as weii in my discussion of music's presence in the 

festivai fiame. 



FIGURE 6 

Nazi Congres Pro- Nuremberg 1936~' 

ni& SePaember 8 
3130 P.M. Hitler's Arrivai at Nuremôerg [Functional and Entertainment music1 

Reception for the Press by Dr. Dietrich at the Kulturvereinshaiir 

4:ûû P.M The old flags of the army and navy taken to the army camp 
5 :30-6:WP.M. The Nuremberg Church Be1Is ring in the Party Day. [Functionalj 
6:ûû P.M Reception for Hilier in the T o m  IW 
730  P.M. Gala Performance of Die Meisîersinger von Nurnberq at the Opera House. 

[Entertanment music] 

9:30 AM. Hitler mims the parade of the Hitler Youth h m  the balcoq of the hotel Deutscher 
Hof. [Functional music] 

1 1 :ûû AM. Opening ceremonies of the h r t y  Congress at the Luitpold halI. Speakers: Hess. Lutze. 
Streicher and Wagner. [Functional and Enterrainment music] 

4:ûûP.M Openingofthee'cbibitionuPoliticalGe~~~."Sponsor:Hess 
Meeting of the NSBO and the Cornmittee on Trade and Commerce at the Tonn Hall. 
Meeting of the Hitler Youth leaders at the conference room of the Town Hall. 

4:00- 8:ûO P.M. Tent camp of the Labor Senice is open to vkitors. 
8:ûû P.M. Cultural meeting at the Opera House. Speakers: Hitler and Rosenberg. 

ïhursda\- Septernber 10 
10:W AM. Parade of the Labor Senice raiewed by Hitler at the Zeppeliweise. Speakers Hitier 

and Kierl. [Functional music] 

590 P.M. Continuation of the Party Congress. Speakers Rosenberg and Goebbels 
5:30 P.M. Torcb-light parade of the poIitid leaders through Nuremberg 

[FunctionaL~Participatoty music j 
1O:ûûP.M. RRiew of the torch-iight parade by Hitler at the Deutscher Hof 

[Functional. Entertainment music] 

=ri& Satember 1 1 
7:30 AM. Meeting of the association of National Socialist Jurists at the Kultumerinhaus 
$:O A M  Meeting of the National S a b k t  Students' Awchtion at the Kahxinbu. 
3:30 AM Meeting of the Cornmittee on Ideologid Training at the Opera House. 
9:Oû AM. Ceremony for the National Socialist organitations h m  abroad at the Hemiles Hall. 

Speaker: Hess. [Functional music] 
LO:30 A U  Continuation of the Party Congress. Speakes: Reischle, HiIgenfeIck Wagner. 
1 :ûû P.M, Meeting of the National Socialist press functionaries at the Tom Hall. 
!:30 P.M. Meeting of the Association for Aids to War Victims at the Kulturvereinshaus. 

Meeting of the Cornmittee on Finance and Administration at the Conference room 
Town Hall. 
Meeting of the Paw court judges at the Opera House. 
Meeting of the Comminee on National Health at the Hercules Hall. 

4:00 P.M. Meeting of the National Socialist Wornen's Association at the Congress Hall. 



Speakers: Hitler. Sctioiz-Klmk 

8:ûû P.M. Rexieti. of the poiitical leaders at the Zeppelinweise. Speakers Ley and Hitler. 
[Functional, Participatory music] 

Satur&v September 12 
8:W AM. Meeting of the Organization Cornmittee at the Kathminbau. 
10:O A M  Wew of the Hitler Youth at the Stadium. Speakers: Scbirach Hitler. [Functional, 

Parriciputos, music J 
1 1 :30 AM Meeting of the Labor Front at the Congress Hall. Speakers: H&r, Sedlte, Ley, 

mtlef. 
12:W noon Meeting of the Committee on National W e b  at the HercuIes Haii. 
2:W P.M. Opening of the carnival at the rally grounds. f Entertainment music] 
3:00 P.M. Continuation of the Party Congres. Speakers: Frank, Dietrich Amann, Reinhardt. 
8:ûû P.M.. Fireworks. [Enferroinment music] 

Sundav Saember 13 
8:00 AM. Army maneuvers begin. [Entertuinment music] 
8:30 AM. Meeting of the Committee on In- at the conference rwm at the Town Hall. 
9:ûû AM. Meeting of the local propaganda functionaries at the Hercules Wl. 

Meeting of the Committee on A m a n  policies at the Kufturvereinshaus. 
Meeting of the political Ieaders at the Opera House. 

IO:ûû AM. Meeting of the Committee on Cornmuni'. policies. 
I W O  AM. Meeting of the cornmittee on Inchstry at the T o m  Hall. 
2:00 P.M. Army maneuvers continue. Speaker: Hitler. 
5:ûû P.M. Review of the h n y  by Hitler at the Zeppefimviese. 
7:30 P.M. Continuation and conclusion of the P a q  Congress. Speaker: Hitler. 
12:00 midnight Taps at the Deutscher Ho/: [Functional music] 

Music was present at most events during the Congress (such as meetings and parades) 

even if not specified. Some examples of music's role in the1936 program are 

identified by italics and brackets. The festival elements are interspersed arnong the 

poli tical meetings. 



FUNCITONAL MUSIC IN THE FEST~VAL FRAME 

Functional music tended to be associated with officiai aspects of the 

Congresses and the festival & m e  remahs in play insofar as "joy" and "celebration" 

were present. 

Music contrituteci to the joyous atmosphere in the festival hme ,  to the 

extent that it exiaed, at the rallies. For example, fanfares announced arrivals or 

entrances of the FÛhrer -inspiring the crowds to cheer -the expression of a joy in 

beholding their beloved Fijhrr. 

Functiond music articulateci fom in the Congress. Outside the rallies, ringing 

church beUs created anticipation of the festival celebration and the Congress in 

generd. At the torch-light parade, music provided a constant rhythm for rnarchers. 

Taps was performed as a conclusion to the Congress. 

OCCASIONAL MUSIC IN THE FESTIVAL FRAME 

Occasional music potentially existed in each fiame of the performance system and 

fùmed its fùnction according to the specific event for which it was written. 'hlusic 

was directiy composed for the sulemn occasions of Nazi pageantry, rallies and 

conventions, composers dedicating so-called "consecration fanfares," inauguration 

fanfaes, antatas, oratorios and flag songs to the ~ i i h r e r . ' ~ ~  In the festival fiame, the 

criteria for occasional music was to mate a sense of joy and debration However, 

there are few records available which detail the spedic occasional pieces played at 

the Congresses. One example identified by Klaus Vondung is the ' M y  for the 

fiihrer," an oratorio perfoned at the Congress in 1938 by the Hitler Youth. 



Performers included 1 O00 buglers and drummers, 300 actors and 400 man musical 

procession and an addition of a giant chorus of 1,600 youths.33 

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC lN THE FESTNAL FRAME 

One of the primary means of creating a festive atmosphere for the 

Congresses was with entertainment music. Different types of entertainment at the 

Congresses included: foik singing and dancing, musical accompanirnent to fireworks 

displays and music concerts. These included a wide variety of styles eom rnilitary 

marches, Beethoven symphonies, familiar patriotic or Nazi songs to Wagner's music 

drarna Die Meistersiitger von Nüntberg. 

During Congress week, many music concerts were scheduled to provide 

entertainment with a variety of diierent styles of music which would have appealed to 

a large segment of the population. For example, bras bands perfonned familiar songs 

and marches at venues around the city. The national syrnphony orchestra was present 

at the Congresses from 1935. 

Music for foik singing and dancing was designated by the Nazis for use at folk 

festivals. Its presence at the Congresses is evidence of Nazi recognition of the festival 

component and its roots in the Volk. For example, "a genuine foik festival had to 

conforni to v6lkisch dennition and to exclude not [only] "aiîen" but also serious 

music, for being incompatible with its gay atrno~phere.'~~ Simil~ly, the atmosphere of 

a country fair was created by a camival noted on the Congress program of 1936. 

The names of my mode1 of the Nazi Congresses provide different perspectives 

fiom which to view the same events within the context of the performance system. As 



mentioned in relation to living spectacle for example, music accompanied fireworks 

dispiays during the Congresses. At the Party Congress of 1929, around 150,000 

spectators watched the fireworks display at the Stadium. "'As darkness feu, a brass 

band flanked by men canying torches rnarched into the Stadium.. .As the finaie, a 

swastika appeared in the evening sly, surrounded by a circle of green laves and 

crowned by a huge eagle. Five bands accompanied the crowd as it sang the national 

anthem.'J5 This same example reveals a different role of music when regarded fiom 

the perspective of the festival fiame. In living spectacle, music accented the visual 

presentation. W~thin the festival fiame, music contributed to the celebration. 

Music concerts did not always contribute to fostering joy and celebration. The 

performances of Wagner's Die Mezstersinger for exarnple were usually gala events in 

which invited gueas attended with the ~&hrer .  The event was limited to a select few 

who ironically had linle interest in attending at dl. At the first performance of Die 

Meistersinger at a Congress in 1933, the party officiais, who (according to Albert 

Speer), were '"diamonds in the rough who had as little bent for classical music as for 

art and literahire," went instead on drinking sprees. Outraged, "Hitler ordered patrols 

sent out to bring the high party fiinctionaries from their quariers, beer halls, and d e s  

to the opera housdd6 Hitler ordered wrnpuisory attendance in 1934. 'But when the 

functionaries yawned and snored their way through the performance, even Hitler gave 

up. Subsequently he invited a more appreciative or at least a less overtly b o r d  

a~dience.'~' 

The reasons for Die Meistershger 's performance at the Nazi Congresses are 

clear. It served as a tool for propaganda, the work was set in Nuremberg and 



composed by Wagner (whom the Nazis identified as a pioneer of National Socialism 

and whose work was appropriated for their purposes). The plot of the music drama 

reflects the pursuit of the true German Lied. A main character, Ham Sachs, had Iived 

in the t h e  of the Meiaersingers in medieval Nuremberg and his house was identified 

by the Nazis and used as a t o h t  attraction. Even though the average Party member 

did not appreciate it, Die Meistersinger provided the Nazis with a perfect theme 

work to which they appiied their ideology and held up as an example of true German 

art. 

Entertainment music was an important part of the festival fiame of the Nazi 

Congresses and fùllüled the effects of creating the festive rnood and light-hearied 

atmosphere the Nazis desired to off-set the more senous elements of the Congresses. 

PARTICIPATORY MUSIC IN FESTIVAL FRAME 

Participatory music in the festival kame includes collective singing and dance. 

Folk dancing was certainly part of the festivities. As the traditional dances were 

perfomed, past heritage came to life and the people celebrated in a physical way. 

Music provided accompanirnent to the dances and united the participants. 

Song was the principal genre of participatory music at the Nazi Congresses. 

The people were very familiar with traditional patiotic and Nazi songs through their 

exposure to propaganda year-round. Therefore, songs could even be performed 

instnimentally and the people could &II relate to the text associateci with the music. 

Three categories of participatory Song were employai at the Congresses for 

different reasons: the traditional patnotic song, the Nazi fighting Song and a special 



category reserved for the national anthem, Deutschland Über ~ l ~ e s  and the Hom 

Wessel Lied 

As we have already noted, the p ~ ? o t i c  songs inherited fkom the nineteenth 

cenhiry national festivals expressed love for the Gennan Volk, desire for unity and 

were embedded in the collective memory of the people. The presence of the 

traditional songs in the Nazi context meant that veneration of the past Volk hentage 

could be celebrated in the present. It also illustrates how the Nazis appealed to the 

past in an attempt to authenticate their policies and beliefs in the eyes of the German 

people. Some examples of patriotic songs that found their way to the Nazi 

Congresses include: Ich h t t  ' ein Kmmaden ( 1 had a Cornrade), Die Wuch2 mn 

Rhine (Watch over the Rhine) and W m  1st des Deutschen Va~erlmd?(What is the 

German Fatherland?). 

Nazi fighting songs were intended to chronicle the history and reflect the 

spirit of the Nazi movement. Their function was different f?om the patriotic Song of 

the nineteenth century which inspired expression of a desire for unity not yet 

achieved. In Nazi Germany, an independent nation already existed. Thus the fighting 

song not only expressed nationalism, but dso Nazi ideology, history of the movement, 

anti-Bolshevism and Anti-Semitism. The fighting song was more politically charged 

than the patriotic song and contained propaganda specifically for the regirne. Nazi 

idealism, ideological slogans, group identification, sentirnentalism, individual heroism, 

and wonhip of the Fuhrer were main themes of the fighting sangs.'* Moreover, the 

fighting Song was described by Ham Bajer in Die Musik (December, 1936) as "more 



encompassing than folk song. The vigorous texts and steel rhythm embodied a power 

which incited to bravery and the wiii to 

To further encourage the people to express themselves in song with appropriate 

texts, the Reich sponsored many national song-writing cornpetitions and received 

thousands of submissions. Not ail submissions were fighting songs but they 

conforrned to vah!scch ideology and/or Nazi content. 

In t he i  pursuit of indoctrinating the nation's youth, the Nazis were careftl to 

ensure that youth were weli-versed in singing Nazi songs. After coming to power, the 

Nazis made music-making, particularly singing of folk-songs and Nazi songs, a 

compulsory part of the education system. Thousands of teachers were trained 

specifically in the Nazi songs and Hitler Youth organizations fkequently gave concerts 

which were sponsored by the ~ e i c h . ~  

The main organizations responsible for the developrnent and dissemination of 

Nazi fighting songs were the SA and SS. Despite the SA'S removal fiom power in 

1934,~' their songs and performances of them as they marched across Gennany had a 

lasting impact on the people and remahed a consistent part of the popular repertoire. 

The fighting songs were published in Die M d  which was controiied by Rosenberg. 

Accordhg to Bajer, a conternporary writer in Die Musik, 

entire villages and city sectors were speii-bound by happy singing brown 
columns.. .people were most irnpressed by the new songs which had entered their ean 
and hearts k e  a new creed.. . Already miliions look upon the swastika with hope, the 
day for fixedom and bread has dawned. . . .As the traditionai 'folk song represented 
the people, the SA represents the nation in ~ o n ~ . ' ~ *  



Fighting songs of the SA and SS were a part of the Congresses at Nuremberg. 

Deutschland Erwache (text by Nazi poet Dietrich Eckart and music by Hans Ganser 

in 1922), for example, was sung at every Congress fiom its premier in 1923. 

Siehst dh im Osten das Morgenmt?@o You See the Sumise in the East?) is 

an example of a wre Song of the Nazi movement identined by Klaus Vondung in 

M M e  madManimIutim. The text reveals some main themes of Nazi fighting songs: 

Siehst du im Osten d a  Morgenrot? 

Siehst du im Osten dos Alorgenrot? 
Eïn zeichen zur Freiheit, zur Sonne! 
Ffir halten zusammen, ob lebend, ob tot. 
diag kommen. was immer da wolle! 
K m m  jetzr noch zweifeln? Hm auf mit dem Hadern! 
Abch /lient uns deutsches BIut in den Adern. 
1. blk. ans Gewehr! f blk ans Gwehr! 

I.7ele Jahre zogen dahin 
Gehecktet das Ll'olk und berrogen. 
lierrater und Juden hatten Gminn, 
Sie forderten Opfer Legionen. 

Irn t blke geboren erstand uns ein Filhrer, 
Gab glauben und Ho_lfnung un Deutschland uns H-iecier. 
COlk ans Gewehr! t Olk ans Gewehr! 

Deutscher. wach aufund reihe dich ein, 
Ufïr schreiten dem Sege entgegen! 
Frei soll die Arbest undfrei wolln wir sein 
Und mutig und trotzig-venvegen. 
Rïr bullen die Fmste und werden es wagen. 
fi gibt kein ZuNck mehr, und keiner datfzagen! 
Vilk ans Gewehr! Volk ans GPwehr! 

Jugend und Alter, Mann fur himn unklammen daci Hakerrkreuznbanner. 
Ob Bauer. ob Bürger. ob Arbeitmrann, 
S e  sctnvingen dm Schwen und den Hmmer, 
sie h p f e n  f r  Hitler, fur Arbeit und Brot. 
Deustchalnd envache! 
Lhd Juda den Tod! 
C 'olk ans Gewehr! I 'olk ans ~wehr?' 



Do You See the Sunrise in the East? 

Do ?ou see the &se in the east? 
A s p b l  of fieedom. for the sun! 
We are united together. in life, in &th. whatever ma). corne! 
Why stiU be doubdul? Stop the excuses! 
Our Gennaa blood still flows in our veins. 
Nation to a m !  Nation to arms! 

Many years ago the people were slaves and deceked. 
Traitors and Jeus pmfited, they demanded impossible sacrifias. 
Born among the people arose a leader, 
To give faith and hope to us and Gennany again. 
Nation to a m !  Nation to arms! 

Germans wake up and fall into line, we rnarch to~iafds victov! 
Free of work and ike we shall be. and brave and proud 
We clench our fis& and will take the risk 
There is no gohg back and no pie! 
Nation to atms! Nation to arms! 

Youth and elder. man for man embrace the S F ) ~  b e r .  
Whether fmer ,  bourgeois or worker. 
Swing the mord and the hamrner, 
Fight for Hitler. for work and bread 
G e m a q  anake! And death to the Jews! 

Morgerzrot articulates some cornmon sentiments arnong SA and SS Lieder nich as life 

and death struggle for Germany and the Farer, anti-Semitism, the inclusion of a i i  

Germans (whether young or old, workers or middle c h )  in the fight for Hitler, work 

and bread. There are many other examples of SA and SS texts that are truly 

abominable and graphic (which 1 wiii not reproduce here)." 

The final category of participatory Song at the Congresses was specidy 

reserved for songs, which by virtue of their significance and idenacation with 

Germany and the Third Reich respectively, were regarded on a diferent plane of 

The Horst Wessel Lied was associated with martyrdom for the Nazi movement. 

Horst Wessel had been an SA officer in Berlin who was killed by Communists in 



February 1930 and had written the song shortly before his death. The Nazis 

wntinudy employed the Lied for severai reasons. It was identified more speciticaily 

with National Socialism than the national anthem, thus it provided the Nazis with an 

official song. It was sung at every Party meeting and became a sort of Benediction. 

Collective performance was compulsory and this enswed that the people shared 

articulation of the words with their mouths, wen if they did not actuaiiy sympathize 

with their meaning. A goal for the Nazis was to unite the people in song, to appeai to 

their emotions. They took advantage of the wmpelling aory behind the song's 

composer and the Horst Wessel Lied becarne a syrnbol of sacrifice and devotion to 

National Socialism. 

The music and text for the national anthem, Deu~schZd iiber Alles were 

written in the nineteenth century. Franz Joseph Haydn wrote the melody as Austria's 

national anthem to the poem '%oit erhcrlre F r m  den Kmsef' (1 797). This sethg 

was used as Austria's national anthem untii the beginning of World War Il. In 1922, 

the melody was officially adopted by Gemany with A u p a  Heinrich Hofhan von 

Faiiersleben's poem 44Deut.s~hIivzd G e r  ~ l l e s . "  Faiiersleben had originally combined 

his words with Haydn's music in 184 1 !' 
Both songs became closely as~ciated with ntud as we shd see in chapter 

four. Nevertheless, in the festival h e  they hctioned as part of the celebnition of 

National Socialism and the VolR at the Party Congresses. 

The male chorus had a traditional presence at nineteenth century national and 

Volk festivals. The choruses were also evident at the Nazi Congresses but of course, 



were made up of Nazi Party members and performed mainly fighting songs, patnotic 

songs and participated in National Sociaiist cantatas and oratorios. 

The singing role of the male choruses was adjuaed at the Congresses. The 

Nazis underscored the use of speaking choruses in which the whole assembly of Hitler 

Youth or Laborers, for example, would recite Nazi slogans or poetry in response to 

an individual speaker. The speaking chorus was closely Linked to the ntuals of the 

Nazis and were used as a mouthpiece for propaganda and National Socialist 

ideology. Speaking choruses took part in local Nazi celebrations and ceremonies and 

their effectiveness was remarkable at the Congresses. One of the most powerfiil 

images of the film Triumph of the Wilb is the speaking chorus of the Labor 

Organization. Thousands of men proclaim their lines in perfkct unison, their words 

resounded Vie thunder. In this way, the use of a male chorus at the Congresses los 

the air of celebration that its predecessors enjoyed and through the use of the 

speaking choms, the 'celebration' of the festival fiame became ever more senous and 

dark. 



Cha~ter Four 

R r r u ~ ~  FRAME OF THE NAZI PARTY CONGRESSES 

Ritual performances represented the most serious affairs of the Nazi Party 

Congresses. The Nazis employed a particular form to their rituals in every meeting 

year-round which became, in George Mosse's words, a ''political 1ihirgy."' Their 

presentation at the Congresses was on a massive scale. Members of Nazi 

organizations were familiar with the sequence of events associated with political 

meetings and music was an integral part of the h r g y .  Evidence of collective 

worship of the Vdk and the ~Uhrer at the Congresses was most clearly expressed 

in the formal settings of the rallies. 

The characteristics that were particular to Nazi rinials included: the 

ceremonid marching-in and marching-out of flags, symbols including the flag, the 

standard, signs and badges bearing the swastika and national emblem, ''Szeg-Hel!" 

and greeting of 'Weil-Hiilel' and "Dmtsche Gris$' with raised arrn in the Nazi 

salute, various d o m s ,  marches and fighting songs, drums, fanfares, and music2 

In this chapter we will explore music's role in the ritual M e  of the 

performance systern at the Congresses. Ritual had hiaoricd precedence and 



purpose at festivals fiom the nineteenth century. The role of music in the main 

structure for Nazi rituals is discussed dong with specific examples of rimals that 

developed through the Congresses. 

WAL: 

Rituai is sîructured and predictable. The specific ritual acts in a Nazi Party 

Congress were familiar to the people. According to Turner, in the timlnd stage, 

one "'enters a ritual time and space that are becwixt and between those ordered by 

the categones of past and future mundane social e~istence.'~ The Congress was 

set apart from ail other political activities of the year. The actions that made up the 

rituai (such as processions, flag-lowering, speeches and singing) contnbuted to the 

objective of promoting national unity, Nazi ideas, degiance to the F&%rer, and 

collective worship of the Volk. The rituals were performed in a predetermined 

space and the appropriate atmosphere was created by lighting, decoration, 

processions, fomal demeanor, and music. 

Turner notes that Amold van Gennep was one of the first to investigate 

the nature of r i t~al .~  Gennep divided "al1 rituais that accornpany transitions from 

one situation to another and f?om one cosmic or social world to another" into 

three phases: 'keparation, margin (or ben, denoting 'threshold' in Latin), and 

reaggregation, for which he also uses the tems "preliminal," climinal," and "post- 

liminal."s These three phases refer to three aspects a participant experiences in a 

ritual. As mentioned in chapter one, the participant must become removed from 

hisher everyday cares of Iife, and becorne set apart in some way (such as going to 



a particular ritual place). At the Nuremberg Congresses, rituals were performed in 

various settings çuch as the Congress Hall or Zeppelimveise. The lirninal phase 

refers to the enactment and duration of the ritual. It involves the c'comrnunicatioa 

of the sacra or sacred things.. . the fostering of cornmniic~s, a direct, spontaneous 

and egditarian mode of social relationship.'* Nazi rituals created this seose by 

appeding to the notion of and identification with a cornmon Volk heritage. The 

massive scale and atmosphere surroundhg the rituals (such as the Mernoriai 

Service), performed primarily at the rallies, also promoted intense feelings of 

community. 

The last, post-lirninal phase marks the return of the padcipant into every-day 

Me, h a h g  been changed somehow by the ntual expenence. Many who attended 

the Congresses b e r n e  enthusiastic and were good agents for propaganda. Even 

foreigners were influenced by the Nazis at the Congresses. Many observations by 

the English visitor, John Baker White in Dover-Nhbers Retum suggest positive 

impressions about the beauty of the spectacles produced at political meetings, the 

fine organization of the Congresses, the amiable nature of the German people he 

met in Nuremberg, the incredible emotional efEects of the massed gatherings and 

an appreciation for the success of National Socialism. 

Blending color, music and highly disciplinai bodies of men, things that appeal to 
almost every German; combining it with a direct appeai to the patriotism that is 
planted in the hearts of al1 decent men and wornen of al1 nations; using the settings 
provided by beautifid buildings and nature to make the picture even more striking, 
the Nazis have produced a disciplined, canalised and emotional appeal.' 



Of course, not everyone reacted positively to the Nazi Congresses. In Inge 

Scholl 's memoin, Die weisse Rose, she describes her impression of how attending 

a Congress had changed her fnend Ham. 

He was to carry the flag of his troop to the party's national raily at Nuremberg. He 
was overjoyed. But when he retumed we hardly dared trust our eyes. He looked 
tired, and on his face lay a great disappointment.. .gradudly we learned that the 
youth movement which there had been held up to hïm as an ideal image was in 
reality something totally different from what he had imagineci the Hitler Youth to 
be. There drill and uniformity had been extended to every sphere of personai 
life.. .in Nuremberg everything had been done accordiig to the same mold. n e r e  
had been talk, day and night, about Ioyalty. But what was the keystone of ail 
loyalty if not to be tnie to oneseii? . . . My God! There was a mighty upheaval taking 
place in t ans.' 

The experience of attending a Congress was indeed powefil and capable of 

having a lasting impact on participants, whether positive or negative. 

The Nazis did not invent the use of ntud in political ga the~gs .  In 

Gennany, rituals held an important place in national festivals. In the first part of the 

nineteenth century, ritual was present in the national festivals in the form of church 

seMces which often concluded a festival ce~ebration.~ They usuaily contained 

themes of patriotism and desire for unity among Gennans. Arndt suggested that a 

mernorial service for those who had died in the service of the Fatherland be 

celebrated as part of a national festival. Kis ideas were echoed by Friedrich 

Schleiennacher, a leader in determining the form of Protestant titurgy in Gemany. 

In 18 16, the Prussian Church instituted the Celebration of the Glorious Dead. 

Particular rituais grew out of the memonai and were Iater to becorne an integral 

part of the Nazi liturgy in Congress week.I0 The Nazis used the tradition of 

remernbering the dead as a focal point for ernphasizing the glory of sacrifice for the 



Fuhrer and Fatherland. Nazi symbols and creed were added and it becarne a fully 

developed ceremonid in the Party Congresses. 

Schleiermacher's conception of the liturgy and his interest in festival was 

influentid and his basic tenets were widely embraced by Catholicism and 

Protestantism alike. In order for the religious s e ~ c e  to be most effective in the 

festival setting, "the congregation should not be disoriented by a rapid change in 

the linirgy. In the appeal to feehg rather than intellect, such stability was 

necessary for creating and retaining the festive religious mood for heightening 

religious consciousness."" These requirements were also recognized by the Nazis. 

The content of nineteenth century mernorial services becarne increasingly 

secularized yet the structure, with music, speeches and dialogue inserted 

appropriately, was retained. 

Arndt expressed his notion of nationaikm and its relation to individual 

behavior and experience. He wrote in 18 13: 

1 have known misfortune; I have suffered; it has scarcely moved me to tears. But 
when I have thought of the Volk I have always had to weep in the depth of my 
soul. When a crowd moves before me, when a band of waniors passes by with 
flowing banners and smding tmmpets and drums, then 1 redize that my feelings 
and my actions are not an empty illusion, then it is that 1 feel the indestructible He, 
the eternal spirit, and eternal God.. .Like other men 1 am egoistic and sinfùl but in 
my exaltation 1 am 6eed at once nom al1 my sins, 1 am no longer a single s u f f e ~ g  
individuai, 1 am one with the Volk and God. In such moments any doubts about my 
Life and work vanish.12 

Arndt reveals the emotional effects of a crowd in a festival wntext and how an 

individual can be moved to a desire for unity with the Volk "30 Arndt nationalism 

was not primarily a practical political program or the basis for the broadening of 

govemment, but a religious experience, the immersion of the individual into the 



security and ecaasy of mass-cornrade~hi~."'~ Such expression of fervent 

nationaiism in the Company of huge crowds became central elements of the ritual 

practice of the Third Reich, a practice moa visible in the rnass rallies at the 

Congresss. 

Mosse desmies the f&st political thought as %n attitude rather than a 

systern; it was in facf a theology which provided the fiamework for national 

w ~ r s h i ~ . " ' ~  For many Gennans in the 19303, National Socialism became like a 

religion, with the Volk as its ideal and Hitler as its god. It was even referred to by 

Gerrnans themselves as a faith. In the 19303, Ench Edermayer wrote: 

Everywhere fnends declare their faith in AdoKHitler. It is as if an airless stratum 
surrounds those of us who remain unable to make such avowals. Of my young 
fnends it is the best who now radically proclairn their ailegiance to National 
Socialism. This is not to be denied.. . .One can't even discuss things with them, 
because they believe. And there are no rational arguments against faith." 

George Mosse refers to National Socialism as a 'national cult'. The Naês 

attempted to replace orgmked religion and celebrations with Nazi substitutes: 

Sunday church senices for the 'morning festival' and Christmas for the Winter 

Solstice among others, are well-known. To strengthen the sense of community 

with the context of Nazi ideology, the Nazis developed their own rituals from 

traditional ones. 

STRUCTURE OF NAZI RITOALS 

The structure of the Nazi political iiturgy was fostered in day to day Nazi 

political meetings. These rituals were reproduced on a larger scale with greater 

theatrics at the Congresses. In Magie rrnd Ma~limda~ion~ Klaus Vondung has 



identified the structure of Nazi rituals. He notes that music was always part of the 

ritual. For example, see figure 7 for the "Structure of National Socialist 

Celebrations and Ceremonies." Vondung notes that fiom the fim yean of the 

Third Reich the administration of  Reich Propaganda for National Socialist 

Ceremonies, or Reic~ropgandaieitzmg flr na~io~~(~IsoziaIi~lische Feiem, 

developed a standard fonn to the meetings! 

RGüRE 7 
SimZure for National $ocialist Cdcbrations and ~crrmo~es ' '  

I A -nial flag procarion uith marching music. l 
B. Short speaking chorus ( the ben chonis and solo spcak#, soloin spcakr and tht grwp 

C. Short gru!ing and inuoduction of the spcakcrs. 

E. Short ciosing tcmarks uilh Sicg-Hcil followcd bjt: 

F. ïkudùmd and Horn W m c l  Lied 

G. Short speaking chorus (as at Lht opcntag). 

The Nazis used this standard structure in their meetings and through consistent 

performance, it acquired the features of ritual. To increase the identification of the 



ritual with National Sociaiism, the Nazis injected panicular symbols including their 

own Rags and emblems, the concept of sacred space, speech and music. 

R E P ~ V E  ELEMENTS t~ NAZI CONGRESSES 

This ritual practice influenceci the pmty Congresses but the large-seale 

events display several additional rihial features. Over the course of the Nazi 

Congresses, several elements acquired a consistent presence fiom one year to the 

next. Some attained the status of fully developed and carefully p l m e d  ritual 

performances, whiie others became f o d  trappings of the Congress in generai. 

Figure 8 lias these repetitive elements, highlighting in bold type those that became 

rituals in their own right. 

Rcpctitivc Elancnis in Nazi Pam Conmesses: 

Ringing of chuch Bdls 

Opcning Night Co- at the Opera Horrsc 

Mernoriai Senicc for tbc D a d  

M a r c h W  of Various Nari grwps (cg. Hitla Youch. Ann) . WorCrtrr SA) 



The ringing of Church bells, opening night concert, fireworks display, 

parade, memorial service and patriotic singing are reminiscent of national festivals 

f?om the nineteenth century. Other activities includiig the Consecration of Hags, 

the Dome of Light, the evening Serenade of the Fu"hrer, Hitler's proclamation at 

the opening of the Congress, and the specific structures of rallies and meetings 

were particular to the Congresses. The distinction between what is considered to 

be ritual and merely customary relies on the presence of pre-LUNnal, liminal and 

post-1-ai phases. In figure 2, three specific rituals are named: the memorial 

ceremony, consecration of the flags and the serenade to the ~îthrer. 

The mernoriai senrice rested on the tradition of memorial services 

celebrated fiom the nineteenth century in national festivals. Within the Nazi 

context, the mernorial recognized those who had died in the past to secure 6eedom 

for the German people, but its emphasis lay in h o n o ~ g  those who had died 

specifically for the National S ocialist movement. The faiied Putsch of 1 923 and the 

struggles against Communists saw many become heroes in death. 

A part of a mass raily held at the Luitpold Arena, the Nazi memorial 

service included assembly of SS and SA formations and spectators and a 

procession of flags. The roll dl of the Party Dead was read after a wreath was 

laid at the monument in their honor. The service ftom the 1934 Congress is 

described in the VNhscher Beobachzer: 

. . . to the roll of mutaed drums the standards were paraded d o m  the middle aisle 
to the War Mernoriai. As the assembly stood at attention, Hitler flanked by Lutze 



and Himmler, waiked slowly down the center aisle to place the wreath at the foot 
of the monument. M e r  a few moments of silence, the three men tumed around 
and marched back toward the assembly, while the banners were raised and the 
bands played the Bademveiler ~ a r c h . ' ~  

Nazi flags were present at every meeting and were used to consecrate the 

proceedings. They were associated with the flag hown as the Blood flag that had 

received stains from martyrs of the movement during the failed Putsch of 1923. At 

the Congresses, a particular ritual, the consecration of flags was developed 

whereby new banners were touched with the Blood flag to associate them with the 

origins of and sacrifice for National Sociaiism. The ceremony took place after the 

laying of the wreath in the mernoriai service: Hitler touched new Party flags with 

the Blood flag. This was followed by collective singing of the national anthem, 

Deutschlm~d &er Alles, and the Horst WesseI Lied 

The serenade to the Fu'hrer can be described in the rituai fiame because it 

was different fi-om a regular music concert in whick as Christopher Smail has 

argued, music is the center of worship.lg The serenade was designed to center 

attention around the person of Hitler. The torch-light concert found the crowd in a 

worshipfil atmosphere in which the music was dedicated to the F&er who was 

the focus and recipient of worship. 

SACRED SPACE AND STAGING 

Sacred space was another important element that contnbuted to the 

effectiveness of the Nazi ceremonies. The Zeppelinweise for exarnple, is most well- 

known for being tumed into a "cathedral of light" at the night-time rallies of the 



party leaders. Albert Speer designed the effect with 130 army search lights 

strategically placed around the field. When the spears of light were airned sky- 

ward, it seerned as though the field was surrounded by huge Greek columns. The 

lights were so bright that, as mentioned in chapter one, the glow in the sky could 

be seen as far away as Frank£Ùrt. The tops of thousands of flags and standards 

c h e d  by party members were fitted with gold emblems. When the spotlights were 

turned toward the field, they sparkled and shone to increase the visual effect. In 

addition, huge flags were draped fiom the towers and huge torches bumed at the 

edge of the field. At the Congresses in particular, great pains were taken to ensure 

that the appropriate atmosphere was created for the ceremonies. 

The Nazis' staging of railies in Nuremberg has been described as 

Wagnetian. Their approach was similar to Wagner's but the rallies were realized 

on a different scale. In Wagner's work at Bayreuth, he had attempted, through his 

Gesmtkunstwerk or total artwork, to unite the actor and audience in a worshipfbl 

mood by creating a kind of illusion on stage based on the appropriate music and 

staging?' At Bayreuth and in the opera house in Nuremberg this was achieved on a 

srnall scde. At the rallies on the other hand, the Nazis used their own combination 

of staging, symbols, lighting, movement and music to mate a sought-after illusion 

on a much greater scale. Acwrding to Benno von Arendt, the official stage 

designer for the Reich (ReicWamatur@, ''the task of staging is to produce the 

highest possible sense of illusion for the audience, and thus to fùlfill their 

drearn~."*~ He used simple designs which focused attention of the speaking 

platform. It was surrounded with flags, raised high above the crowd and at night, 



was illuminated by spotlights. The Naris' use of the total artwork principle cm be 

related to the notion of the complex performance system described by rny mode1 in 

chapter one. The components of the system worked together to create an illusion 

uniting actors and audience (consciously or unconsciously) with the Volk -under 

the covering of National Socialism. 

As indicated by the structure outlined by Vondung in figure 1, the spoken 

word was of utmost importance to the Nazi ceremonies. It provided 

communication of Nazi ideas, doctrine and beliefs. Moreover, the vocabulary t hat 

the Nazis used in their ceremonies was religious in nature including phrases like 

"Die F h e  ist unser Heilignrm" ("The flag is our holy symbol") and "Heilig isz 

dac Blur" (Holy is the blood). Rhyme patterns, word sounds and their associations, 

figurative language and repetition all contnbuted to the religious nature of the 

spoken word in the context of Nazi ceremonie~.~ 

The manner in which the spoken word was integrated into the ceremonies is 

similar to the Christian liturgy." The solo speaker represented the role of the 

priest, and the chorus represented the congregation. The following is an example 

of a formal responsoriai from the Labor Rally of 1936: 

From the loud-speaker in the center of the grandstand, a clear voice sounded over 
the field: "ûnce a year the spade shall rest. Once a year there cornes for us thne to 
stand before our Führer, for whom we work day by day. In this hour, new faith is 
kindled." 
'We are readf' responded the regiments in chorus. 
Mer the whole assembly had Sung a song, the voice again chanted: 
'Wo one is too good.. ." and the men, standing with their hands clasped on their 
grounded spades, completed the sentence: '?O work for Germany." 
No one is too humble.. ." '70 work for Germany," came the response from the 
ranks again. ''Each has the right and each has the duty.. ." "to work for Gemany, 
the Fatherland.". . . 



"The Fdhrer wants to give the world peace." 'Wherever he leads, we foilow.". . . 
They joined in another Song.. . 24 

The most cornmon make-up of lines for the speaking chorus was repetition of 

simple phrases. They were easily memorùed and had a great effect when executed 

with precision. 

At the Labor Service Rally in the 1934 Congress, the spoken responses 

demonstrated a theme similar to Arndt's Wu rSI ales Dezrtschen Voterland? fiom 

chapter three: 

Chonis: Here we stand. We are ready. Forward with Germany to a new era. 
Deutschhzd. 
Solo: Komrade! Where are you &om? 
Dflerent solo voices answer fiom Frisia. Bavaria. Kaiserstuhl. Pomerania. 
Konigsberg. From Silesia. The Sea Coast. The Black Forest. Dresden. Danube. 
Rhine and f?om the Saar. 
Chorus: One People. One Fiihrer. One Reich! ~ e u t s c h l m d ! ~ ~  

The similarity between Arndt's patriotic Song and this excerpt lies in the 

identification of the various regions represented by Gerrnan-speaking people and a 

desire for their unity. In Arndt's case, his words reflected a desire for political 

unity that did not yet exia. In the Nazi context, an independent German nation was 

a reality (whether or not its boundaries were satisfactory to the Nazis). For the 

Nazis, desire for a German state was replaced with an idealistic unity of the 

Gennan race. 

In some ways, especially at the Congresses, the fiamework, the setting and 

atmosphere surrounding the delivery of speeches, were often more impressive than 

the words themselves? Many speakers tended to be boring and long-winded and 

it was sometimes difficult for the crowds to follow their speeches. 



The remarkable exception to these speakers was Hitler. His style was 

extrernely effective in exciting large crowds. This is owing in part to his aatus as 

the =hrerY his g3ts as an orator and the sign%cance in form and style that he gave 

to his speeches. For example7 Hitler waited for complete silence before saying his 

fint word and if there were cheers or applause following one of his statements, he 

rnerely raisecl his hand for complete silence in which he continuai to speakn In 

the fdm Triumoh of the Wdl, there are several examples of Hitler's speaking style. 

He tended to speak very slowly and quietly at &st, building intensity and volume 

as the speech progressed. Later, as he hunself became more excited, he would 

become physicaily agitated, pounding his fist on the podium and almost barking 

into the microphone. In keeping with the propaganda perspective of the film, 

images of Hitler's audiences reveal the captivated faces of people tistening intently 

to every word. When the speech concluded, the ecstatic voices of several hundred 

thousand people would shout "Sieg Heil." The content of the speeches containeci 

familiar themes of the Nazi's disdain for Jews and Communists and of the prise 

for the supposed superiority of the Aryan people. The speeches were central to the 

rallies and rites of the Congresses. 

MUSIC'S ROLE IN WAL AT THE NAZI CONGRESSES 

Music helped to create invisible thresholds between phases of the rihiai 

experience as well as created atmosphere and helped to set the tone. Present at 

each phase of the ritual process, music not only contributed to the generd 



atmosphere of the Nazi rallies, it helped to create thresholds between these phases. 

Its role preceding and following the rituai performance was similar, as music 

accompanied the cornings and goings of ritual participants. In the pre-liminal phase 

for example, as we have seen in Chapter 2, bands or orchestras performed what 

amounted to background music while the formations assembled on the 

Zeppehveise. Luitpold Arena or Congress Hall. Sùnilarly, in the post-liminal 

phase, music accompanied the formations of rinial participants as they marched out 

of the ritual space such as parades or torch-light processions which ofien foUowed 

the meetings. 

Within the central, liminal phase, music was integral to the Nazi ceremonid 

structure. It provided fom to the ritual by accornpanying the marching-in of the 

flags, breaking up speeches, was part of collective singing of the national anthem 

and the Horst Wessel Lied and was used as the conclusion of the ceremony as the 

flags were marched out of the sacred space. 

Instrumental music was important in Nazi rituals to set the mood and create 

the appropriate atmosphere. The organ was used to set a worshipfùl atmosphere 

and the Nazis associated its effects with church music." Organs were sometimes 

present in the sacre- space of everyday Nazi meetings and at Nuremberg a gigantic 

electric organ was built in the Congress Hall. Muffled drums accompanied the 

march to the Tribune by Hitler during the Mernorial Ceremony. 



LIMZNAL PHASE AND MUSIC 

In the Iiminal phase of the ritual process music became a part of the 

ceremonid and ritual performance. Music was used as accompaniment to the 

actions of the ritual, such as the procession of flags and standards at the Mernorial 

Service. Music was played after speeches and sung collectively, as in the case of 

the national anthern and the Party Song. 

In this context, music promoted and articulatecl collective worship, unity, 

and adulation of the leader. Specific music was chosen to accompany particular 

events and situations. As mention4 earlier, the Bademeiier Mmch was aiways 

played at Hitler's entrantes and exits at the rallies; it becarne a sort of theme music 

that represented the Filhrer's presence in sound. 

Other songs with long traditions were often sung wllectively at the 

demonstrations. At the opening session of the 1933 Congress for example, 

following the performance of the overture to Wagner's Die Meistersingeer, ''the 

whole convention rose and sang the Netherimzds H' of h ~ k s g i v i n f ~  which 

was sung at nearly al1 national festivals fiom one of the earliest gatherings at the 

Wartburg cade in 1813 and was enveloped in tradition. The Nazis tned to change 

some of the text to suit their purposes, but often the traditional wording 

prevailed.30 

Core songs of the Nazi movement were Sung collectively at ceremonies and 

helped set the tone. According to Vondung, these songs had a similar character 

and fùnction as collectively sung h w s  in church services. Themes of the songs 

included 'the flag," "the FZhrer and Volk," "stniggle and faith," and ''confession of 



faith.'jl These songs articulateci Nazi ideology and when sung collectiveIy in a 

dual setting, increased the feeling of communifos. Moreover, participation in the 

ritual was very effective in making the content of the message more personal. Each 

individual was not only expected to sing the words, but in most cases had 

committed them to rnemory. 

In the context of a Nazi ritual, music not only became part of the iiminal 

phase, but also a symbol of it. In 'Terformance and the Cultural Construction of 

Reality7'* Edward Schieffeiin discusses a widely shared perspective on the eficacy 

of rituai symbols. He States "the major prernise is that symbols are effective 

because they somehow fornulate or make sense of particular, often problematic, 

cultural, or pçychological situations and then reframe, transform, or intensiw this 

"sense," leading to a new orientation of the participants to their situation.'j2 

Music, in this sense became a symbol and was the means through which the mass 

crowds could expenence such intense emotions at a Nazi ritual. 

Let us consider for example, the implications of the assembleci masses 

singing Deufschlold aber Alles at a rally. The anthem, when shared by the 

participants in this context, becornes a symbol of the ritual that unites the people. 

Moreover, Schieiellin quotes Sherry Ortner's discussion of rituai syrnbol: "As 

acton participate in or employ symbolic constmcts, their attitudes and actions 

become oriented in the direction embodied in the form and content of the 

construction itself; the constnict -the mode1 ifyou will -malces it difficult for 

them to "'see" and respond to the situation in a different way.'J3 Ortner's 

description explains those images of enthralled masses joining in the worship of 



their nation and their leader. They were unwilling, or perhaps unable to behave 

othenvise given their participation in the liminal phase of the ritual experience. 

Ritual reached the group and individual in a most powerfùl way. The people were 

so absorbed in Nazi rituais, symbols and ideology in the liminal phase that they 

could not see outside the h e .  To an outsider, their behavior was both unusual 

and intense. The intensity of this liminal experience helped cernent the crowd's 

self-identity as the Volk. The people, the Volk, form the center of the ntual frame 

of the Congress. They are not only the actors and participants in the liminal phase 

of ritual, but aiso its focus -no longer as a crowd of individuals, but as the Volk 

Music heightened the sense of cornmunity achieved in the liminal phase. 

For example, the ha le  of the last rdly at the 1937 Party Congress is described in 

the Volkischer Beobachter, September 13, 193 7 : "'As in the past, Wagnerian 

music, emotional speeches, and military displays were used to brins the rally to a 

rousing finish.'J4 A New York Times ' correspondent describes his impressions: 

Chancellor Hitler's final exhortation to his cohorts in the LuilpoIdhafZe ody a few 
hours ago was widely broadcast for the benefit of those the hall would not hold. 
To every hotei lounge a loudspeaker carried his earnest tones. This hotel, 
temporarily taken over by working journdists, including correspondents from 
dmost every nation, was no exception. As the cheers from the hall following the 
"Sieg Heil" with which he concluded died away, the hotel audience.. .rose to its 
fset with a m  raised in the Nazi salute and joined in the emotional singing of 
"Dezttschlad" followed by the Horst Wessel Lied. It was typical of the end of 
eight days of steadily mounting excitement that words fail adequately to de~cribe.~~ 

This description illustrates how the climax of the event was released through 

collective musical expression. 



Collective performance of the two most symbolic songs in Nazi Germany, 

the national anthem and the Hom Wessel Lied created a moment of unity between 

the participants and audience. It was the high point of the rituai and was surely 

intended to be so by the Nazis. In son& the individual sang and reproduced the 

words and music which were symbolic to the people. Singing aiiowed individuais 

to participate in the mass articulation of the syrnbols themselves. This Song realizes 

what Mosse t e m  "interdependence.. . cementeci by symbolic action.'J6 

Music, separated from the emotionally charged context of the lirninal phase 

of ritual, is powerfbl enough to invoke emotional response in participants outside 

the ritual context. As a symbol of the ritual, it has the capacity to be removed from 

its ritual context and maintain its ritual associations. Michael Myers discusses an 

interview of Toni Ungerer, an Alsacian painter %ho referred to the Nazi songs as 

a drug which still many years later (before the time of the i n t e ~ e w  in 198 1), he 

would sing in order to help him overcome the blues. Noting the reliability of the 

therapy, he related the medicinal quality of these uplifting Nazi songs, which had a 

hold of his brain for twenty or thirty yeam, to heroin's staying power in the 

bl00d. '~~ Experience of the ntual context becomes a prerequisite for a full 

appreciation of music's role in ritual and cornes before music can be separated 

from the original rihial context. It is impossible for those of us who did not live in 

Nazi Germany to fully grasp the power of music in the Nazi rituais. Instead we are 

forced to recognize its potential. 



MUSIC AND THE PERFORMANCE SYSTEM OF THE NAZI PARTY 
CONGRESSES 

The Nazi Party Congresses at Nuremberg comprïsed a complex performance 

system that can be analyzed through the concepts of living spectacle, perfomance 

spectacle, festival and ritual. Each component had characteristics of its own, yet 

ultimately supported the whole. In chapters two to four, the fiames of the mode1 

were examined separately to show the role of music within them. See figure 9 for a 

depiction of the role of music in the frames of the system. In each chapter, 1 dso 

noted the centralis of the Volk in the frame. As defined in chapter one, the Vdk 

represented the German people, past and present, united in a common language, 

history and racial heritage. The Volk is at the core of my mode1 for the Congresses 

because it was central to National Sociaiist ideology and political liturgy. 

Each individual frame can be Linked by music to the center of the system. 

The Nazis ensured, either by direct proclamation or strict implication, that music 

included at the Congresses was German. Music united living spectacle, festival, 

performance spectacle and rituai of the Congresses with the Volk at the center 



because, according to Nazi ideology, the music, whether it was a patnotic Song, 

militas, march or a work by an esteemed Gemian composer, was derived from the 

Volk. 

We can also regard the mode1 in a slightiy different way. Just as music links 

each frame of the system with the Volk-center, music also provides for an 

arnalgamation of related memben of the system. 1 suggest that music is a unifjhg 

element in cumbining the festival and living spectacle h e s  and the rituai and 

performance spectacle frames. This is prirnarily possible by virtue of the huge scde 



of the Congresses. Festival on massive sale becomes living spectacle; ritual on a 

massive scale becomes performance spectacle. 

In the Congresses, living spectacle and festival are closely related: the 

fomer depends on the existence of the latter. Once we view the festival h e  

fFom the perspective of its massive proportions, its arnalgarnation with and 

transformation into living spectacle occurs. niat is, Iiving spectacle cornes into 

existence only by Wtue of the massive scaie of festival. The spontaneity associated 

with the living spectacle is irnmediately linked with festival celebrations in which, 

for the moa part, the actions of the people were not choreographed h advance. As 

a result, the festival takes on the additionai characteristics of living spectacle. It 

becornes something to be seen with movement, color, grandness of scale, and 

inter-play between actors and audience who are united by v h e  of their 

participation in the festival. 

Living spectacle would not exist without festival. W~thout the activities of 

festival such as fireworks, folk-dancing, ancient dress, flags, flowers, musical 

performances and the people' s celebrations associated with festival, it would be 

reduced to represent every-day Me. 

Music, as part of the festival celebration, contributed to the fornation of 

living spectacle including the categones of participatory, enteriainment, occasionai 

and ninctional. The mm of the localized music performances in the festival 

contributed to the formation of living spectacle: music served the amalgamated 

fiame on a micro-level. 



RITUAL AND PERFORMANCE SPECTACLE 

The relationship between n t d  and performance spectacle in the Congresses 

is more independent than living spectacle and festival. Performance spectacle could 

exkt without ritual associations and likewise, ritual could exist without suggestions 

of spectacle. Yet, by Wtue of the methods the Nazis employed at a Congress, 

performance spectacle was more powerful and had a greater impact on the people 

because it was associated with ritual. Similarly, the rituals experienced at the rallies 

were the same format as those regulady reproduced throughout Nazi Gemany. 

For those who experienced the rituai in the spectacIe wntext, it undoubtedly 

aquired a new and greater significance. This process seems to have been intended 

by the Nmk. They planneci larger scale versions of the rituals from one Congress 

to another and Nazi symbols and ideology penetrated the people's consciousness 

in ever-greater numbers. 

Ritual became performance spectacle by virtue of the scale in which it 

was carried lut. The Nazis continually expanded the proportions in which their 

liturgy was performed. They increased the size of their sacred space, included 

ever-greater numbers of acton and expandeâ seating capacity for spectaton, 

increased the number of flag and standard bearers dong with numbers of musicians 

and bands. 

When we regard the wmbination of the two frames, music's role is 

apparent. The role of music in giving aies, creating form, providing for movement, 

increasing dramatic effect and u w n g  acton and audience from the performance 

spectacle frame is more striking when regarded in a union with ritual. 



From this perspective, one can understand more fully the impact of Nazi 

ritual in the context of spectacle. As a result, the meaning of the Congress system 

becornes even more orninous: they were huge exhibitions of how spectators who 

came "jus to watch" a spectacle could becorne involved in experiencing National 

Socialist rituals. 

Music provided a unif,ing element between the rituai and performance 

spectacle. As noted in chapter four, when an individuai participates in the ritual 

experience, he experiences a feeling of communifas or community that bonds hirn 

to the situation. When placed in the context of the spectacle of a rnass rally, where 

the only obligation is to watch, the atmosphere created by sacred words, sacred 

space and sacred music (the national anthem or the Horst Wessel Lied) became 

inescapable. 

The Nazi Congresses were both awe-inspiring and homfj4ng in their displays 

of human regirnentation, clever manipulation and use of tradition for Nazi 

purposes. Millions of Germans attended the Congresses in Nuremberg From 1927- 

1938. Many more saw the Congress through the eyes of film-footage such as 

Triumph of the Will. The film was useful propaganda and helped to convey the 

expetience of a Congress even to those who did not attend the event itself 

Whatever the case, most people failed to see behind the veil of National Sociaiism 

and if they did, they failed to react forcek1ly enough to stop the movement. 

Music ultimately united the actors and audience in the performance synem 

of the Congresses. Hundreds of thousands in the crowds at one time could view 



thernselves as the Volk on a more profound level than if the Nazis had never held 

the Congresses. This notion reinforces the significance of the Volk as the center of 

the system. 

Music is a unifj6ng elernent in the performance system of the Nazi Party 

Congresses because music transcended the h e  boundaries, unifying the whole 

system around the center of the Volk. Just as the Volk represented the Gerrnan 

people past and presenc their cornmon history, race and heritage, music also 

became part of this identity in the context created by the Nazis at the Congresses. 

The Nazis used music as a tool to achieve responses nom the people. The crowds 

and participants shared in collective singing, were ent enained and emotionally 

moved by German music. In the Congress context, music exemplified the creative 

character of the VoIk as defuieci by the Nazis and in this way, music itself may also 

corne to stand for the center of the performance system in association with the 

Volk 
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Deurschfand Uber Alles 

Deutschland, Deutschland uber alles, 
Uber alles in der Weil, 
Wenn es sieu zu &hu& und Tnitze 
Bnrderlich zusamrnernhalt, 
Von der Muas bis an die Memel. 
Von der Etsch bis an den Bell - 
Deufxhland. Deutschland uber alles. 
Liber dies in der weft. 
Deutschland. Deutschland uber cilles, 
Clber alles in der wlt .  

Deuhhe Frouen, deulsche Treue, 
Deutxher Wein und deuischer Sang 
SaIIen in der We/t behalten 
Ihren aIten schonen KIang, 
Uns zu edler Tat begeistem 
Urtser ganzes Leben fang. 
Deutsche Frauen, deuache Treue, 
Deutscher Wein und deutscher Sang 
Deutsche Frauen. deutsche Treue, 
Deutscher fiin und deufscher Stng 

See music score for tex1 of the third vcrsc. 



source: National Anthems o f  the Wodd. Editcd by Manin Shaw and Henry Coleman 
London: Blanâford Press, 1 960: 1 43 - 1 44. 

- 
I k m  - ig - &rit und R d r  und F r e i  - Li! fGr dai 

I ' 
L I - 

dtuf - tchr & - I C ~  - land i Bn . 



Fret Translation 

Unity and righl and frecdom 

for the German fathesland; 
Ict os a11 pursoe Chi# parposc 
brathtrly,  r i t h  h a r t  aod bands. 
Uaity and righl rad frccdom 
are the  p a v a s  of happincsr. 

~ i r  ( Floarisb in this blesring's gIory 
ffoorisb, Gcrmao frthcr Sand 





I I I  

Musir Gwav Rcichardt (1 82 5 )  
souroc: National- Patn'otic and Tmical Airs o f  AI1 Lund$ Edited by John Phifip Sousa 
New York Da Caqo hm 1977: 1 10-12. 







Die Wuchf am f i i n  (The Watch ovet thc Rhine) 
Words: Max Schneckcnbergu (1  840) 
Music: C. Wilhelrn (1 854) 
souroc: National Psrriotic and Twid Ain of Al! L M d s  Ediied by John Philip 
New York: Da Capo Press, 1977: 109. 

3. 
là, I& d m s  the k a - h r  b r .  
And brmrr prr an cbrr r i b  à*.. 
A d  pu+ kratbr .or io *. 
T h a . R h k c . r h r k c r a G w k  

Tbr. F u k l d .  ac. 



Id> hall einen KamerQden 1 Had a C o d e  
Words: Ludwig Uhland (1809) uianslaton by Arthur Kevus, Aaron Kramer and Earl 
Robinson). 
Music: ~&&kh Silcher (1 82s) 
source: Folk Sows. Compilcd and edited by Arthur Kwess. Nnv York: Oak 

1 nev - er, thall for - tet  htr, Th? - ccicrade by ry 
Ich hatt el-nen Ka - me - ra - den, ci- nen bes-sexn flrrlst du 

r 
s Ide. ri'& d d - l y  rus -kc t t*  rat - t le ,  He- 
nit. Die - Rom- mel schlug zm Strei - te, er- 

morckd ui t h me t u  - bot - tle, Kith e -  ven st& and, 
ging an wi - ner - Sei - t e  i n  g le i -  chen Schrirt und, 

s t r ide, ifitn 
Tritt .  1 i 

* t 

e - ven step a n d  strfde. 
glei- chen S c h r l t t u n d  Tritt, 

I never shuil farget him, 
TIce c o m d  by rny side, 

To the & d y  muskets' nzttie 
He mcrcired with me Co batfle, 

WiUI even sfep a d  s-, 
With even step and stride, 

A bulle1 ctnne from notohere, 
I t f d  fis side by side, 

I heard rny c m  mde d i t r g I  
f saw his body f d i n g :  

A part of me iiaci died, 
Yes, port of me Acrd died, 

Zïie batfIe mged arorrnd us, 
No time fo dasp his hmù: 

Ich hatt einen Kamenden, 
Efnen bessern tindst du n i t  

Die Trornmel schiug nun Sreite, 
Er ging an meiner Seite 

Im gleichen Schritt u d  Tri& (a) 

Eine Kugel k m  gefïogen: 
Gilt 8fe mir oder gilt sie dit?  
h h t  es weggeriseen, 
Er Uegt vor meinen m s e n ,  

ALo w b s  ein Stiiclr von mir. (h) 

Wil l  mir die Hanci noch reicben, 
DemeIl ich eben lad: 

'We s W  march no more logether, Kann dit die Huid nicht geben, 
May you rest in peace foreter, Bleib du im ew'gen Leben, 

Forettell io ym, good fn-ettd, Mein guter Kamera.1" (2x1 
f;'areruell fo you, my fnend. " 




